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1987 IN REVIEW
This past year, 1 987, was a progressive one for the Town of Auburn. Major emphasis was placed on
improving the Town's road network. Approximately 9 miles ofroad were improved in the second step of a
5-year program which began in 1986.
Significant steps were also taken in the area ofpublic safety with the completition ofthe new Firehouse
Number 1 and the relocation of the Police Department to its new home in the old Firehouse on Raymond
Road. Twenty-four hour police coverage of the town was also implemented as a result ofthe hiring ofthe
first two full-time police officers since Chief Wood was hired. With these improvements, the Town of
Auburn now provides what we consider to be the best public safety available in a town of our size.
Noticable progress was also made on the town's outdoor recreation area located offWilson's Crossing
Road, and it is anticipated that it will be place into much needed use this Spring.
The sale oftown-owned land in the Sun Valley subdivision to abutting land owners was accomplished.
To keep up with growth, the Town ofAuburn entered into an agreement with the Town ofChester to share
a full-time Building Inspector, and with the Town of Candia for improved Animal Control. The town has
also played an active role in the Greater Manchester Metropolitan Task Force on Growth.
What will be the greatest challenge of 1988 and subsequent years? We feel that it will continue to be
managing growth to ensure that it occurs in both an orderly and tasteful manner.
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Tharrks to Ed Labore for the cover picture taken through the stone at the Griffin Mill site. The mill
stone, located across from the library on Hooksett Road, now is the site of the Clark Brook Gauging
Station, built in 1938 to measure the water flow into Lake Massabesic.
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Community Information
Selectmen's Office
Thursday night, unless otherwise posted. Office open daily,
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., except holidays. For information or an
appointment to meet with the Board, Call 483-5052. Peggy
Neveu, Selectmen's Assistant, Collie Cleaves, Nathan Pearce,
Cindy Hebert, Sheila Rankin, Clerks.
Town Clerk
Monday and Thursday: 1 0:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m., Friday: 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 (Noon). Nancy H.
Gagnon, Town Clerk and Mary F. Griffin and Nancy Butts
Deputy Town Clerks. Phone number 483-2281.
Tax Collector
Monday and Thursday 1 0:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to
8:30 p.m., Friday: 9:00 a.m. to 1 2:00 (Noon). Eva L. Lunnie, Tax
Collector. Cynthia Poulin, Deputy Tax Collector. Phone 483-
2281.
Auburn District Court
Every Wednesday: 9:00 a.m.; Civil Cases - first Tuesday at
9:00 a.m. Second Thursday at the Northwood Town Hall at
9:00 a.m. John Korbey, Judge; Bruce B. Larson, Special
Justice and Mary F. Griffin, Court Clerk. Clerks: Elaine
Fuller, Mary E. Rolfe, and Carol Goldstein. Phone number
483-2314.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
First Monday of the month at the Fire House - 8:00 p.m.
Martin Sullivan, Fire Chief. Emergency Number 483-2521.
Non Emergency Number 483-8141.
Auburn Rescue Squad
First Thursday of the month at the Fire House - 7:00 p.m. For
information call Paul Therrien at 483-8253.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department Women's Auxiliary
First and third Wednesday of the month at the Fire House -
7:30 p.m. Lisa Brien, President.
Auburn Village School
Raymond Bourque, Principal and Bonnie Martin, Secretary.
For information call 483-2769.
Auburn School Board
Second Thursday of the month at the School Library - 7:00
p.m. Bonnie Martin Secretary.
Auburn Zoning Board
On demand, at the Town Hall. Irving Lunnie,Chairman and Eva
Lunnie, Secretary.
Auburn Planning Board
Every Wednesday - 7:00 p.m. at the Town Hall.
Formal meeting - Second Wednesday of the month at 7:00
p.m. Office hours Thursday: 1 2:30 - 2:30 p.m. Russell C.
Sullivan Chairman and Robyn-Le Kohut, Secretary.
Auburn Budget Committee
On demand at the Town Hall - James Andrus, Chairman;
Gerald R. Lacourse, Vice-Chairman.
Building Inspector/Zoning Officer - Office Hours
Tuesday &Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 1 2 Noon; Friday - 8:00 a.m. to
10:00 a.m. - Town Hall. Field Inspections - Tuesday and
Thursday 1 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Friday 1 0:00 a.m. to 1
2
Noon. Donald Graves - Phone number 483-5052.
Recreation Committee
First Tuesday of the month at the Town Hall - Amy Sullivan,
Chairman.
Old Home Days Committee
On demand at the Town Hall - Pat Reynolds, Chairman.
Griffin Free Public Library
Tuesday and Thursday nights - 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Friday
-
2:00 - 5:00 p.m. Telephone number 483-5374. Summer
Only - Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Police Commission
First Tuesday of the month at the Police Department - 7:00
p.m. Theobald Therrien, Chairman.
Police Department
Clerks: Donna Boyd-Robertson, Norma Martin, and Jean
Worster. Non Emergency number 483-2134.
Historical Society
Meetings posted and held at the Town Hall. Harry Flanders,
President and Pauline Higgins, Secretary.
Senior Citizens
Every Thursday at the Town Hall at 1 :00 p.m. Visiting Nurse -
First Thursday of the month, Theo Therrien, President; Betty
Hales, Vice-President and Amy Eaton, Secretary.
Auburn School P.T.A.
Third Wednesday of the month at the School library - 7:30
p.m.
Cub Scouts
Pack meeting - third Friday of the month at the School Gym -
7:00 p.m. Ray Bolduc, Cubmaster.
Boy Scouts
Every Friday at the Longmeadow Congregational Church at
7:00 p.m. William Foye, Leader.
4-H Groups
Meet weekly in homes.
Lions
Second and fourth Tuesday of the month at the Fire House
at 7:00 p.m. Ray Bourque, President.
Lioness
First Wednesday of the month at the Fire House - 7:30 p.m.
Leos
First and thirdTuesdayofthe month atthe Fire House -7:30
p.m.
Post Office
Monday - Friday: Window - 7:30 a.m. to 1 1 :30 a.m.
and 1 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Lobby - 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: Window - 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon
Lobby - 6:30 a.m. to 1 2:30 p.m.
Ann Dollard, Postmistress - 483-2007.
Longmeadow United Church Of Christ
Sunday Services and Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
St. Peter's Catholic Church
Saturday and Sunday Masses
Voter Registration Information
Any person wishing to register to vote or make additions or
correction to the checklist, should call one of the Supervisors
listed below or fill out an application for voter registration at
the Town Clerk's Office during office hours. Supervisors of
the checklist - Patricia Allard, Susan Andrus and Margo Cox.
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Eugene A. Thomas 1 988
Roberta Frisella - 1988
Ernest Allard - 1988
Orrin Chase - 1988
Dorothy Carpenter - 1988
Margo Cox - 1988
Moderator
C. Donald Stritch - 1988
Town Clerk
Nancy H. Gagnon - 1990
Deputy Town Clerks
Mary F. Griffin Nancy Butts
Board of Selectmen
Richard E. Shackelton - 1 989 Edmond W. Lahore, Jr. - 1 990
Tax Collector








Joseph P. Stacy - 1988
Library Trustees
Mildred Gelinas - 1989
Cemetery Trustees - Auburn Village Cemetery
David S. Griffin - 1989
Cemetery Trustees - Longmeadow Cemetery
Ethan Howard - 1988
Trust Fund Trustees
Patricia Allard - 1989
Supervisors of the Checklist
Susan Andrus - 1990
David S. Griffin - 1990
I
Walter Jamroz - 1990
Irving Lunnie - 1990
Vacancy
Patricia Allard - 1992
Auditors
Darlene Connor - 1989 Patricia A. Donohue - 1988
Philip Hujar- 1988
J. Herbert Tardiff - School Board Rep.











David N. Rogers - 1990





Representatives to the General Court
Harry Flanders











Russell C. Sullivan, Chmn - 1990
Louis Gamache - 1988
Bruce Mason - 1988
Irving Lunnie, Chmn - 1989
Gary Testa - 1 988 Resigned








Charles Worster - 1989
Christine Chase - 1991
Christine McLaughlin - 1992
Eugene Thomas - Selectmen's Rep.
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Orrin H. Chase - 1991
Ray Beauchesne - 1992
Albert Samson - 1988
Robert Sanborn - Alt.
Robert Sherman - Alt.
Peter Martin - Alt.
Leo P. Blais - Alt.
Charles Kellett -Alt.
Charles Worster - Alt - PI. Bd. Rep.
Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission Representatives
Charles Worster Eugene Thomas Donald Marzloff (Alternate)
Gerald Lacourse
William Cavanaugh
Amy Sullivan, Chm, - 1 988
Kathryn Canedy - 1988
Tom Abbott
Peter Miles
Mary Griffin - 1988
Winifred Sanford - 1988
Industrial Development Authority
Bryan Riddell Robert Raymond, Chm.
Edmond Labore - Selectmen's Rep.
Recreation Commission




James Andrus, Chm - 1989
James Headd - 1989
Hog Reeves
Shawn Kane




Gerald Lacourse - 1990
Daniel Carpenter - 1 990
Town Warrant
State of New Hampshire
Rockingham, S.S.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Auburn, in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the gymnasium in the
Auburn Village School in said Auburn on Tuesday, March the
eighth of next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following subjects:
To bring your ballots for:
FIRST:
Moderator for two years
Selectman for three years
Treasurer for one year
Highway Agent for three years
Library Trustee for three years
CemeteryTrustee- Auburn Village for three years
Cemetery Trustee - Longmeadow for one year
Cemetery Trustee - Longmeadow for three years
Trust Fund Trustee for two years
Trust Fund Trustee for three years
Supervisor of the Checklist for six years
Auditor for two years
Police Commission for three years
Second: "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-
86 for a real estate tax lien procedure? These statutes
provide that tax sales to private individuals for non-payment
of property taxes on real estate are replaced with a real
estate tax lien procedure under which only a municipality or
county where the property is located or the state may
acquire a tax lien against land and building for unpaid taxes.
(By Petition) (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
Third: Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No. 1,
as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
a. Amend Article 2, to redefine the term "wetlands".
b. Amend Article 3.04(1 )(b). Sanitary Protection , to add the
requirement that all septic systems must be at least 1 25
feet from any wetlands shown on United States Geological
Survey Maps as perennial or intermittent streams or as
catalogued by the Auburn Conservation Commission.
Fourth: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 2, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
a. Amend Article 3.07(D), Nonconforming Lots , to Identify
the setback requirement as one of the Zoning require-
ments which must be met by any building expansion on a
nonconforming lot.
b. Amend Article 3. 13, Utilities , to eliminate the requirement
that all electric, telephone and cable TV distribution
systems be placed underground where feasible.
Fifth: Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No.
3, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To renew the Growth Management Provisions of the
Auburn Zoning Ordinance, maintaining a four percent
(4%) growth by limiting building permits. Section 3.09
thereof, which will expire on March 8, 1 988 if not renewed,
and further to amend the said Section 3.09 to increase the
allowance of building permits issuable to developers and
to any one subdivision or resubdivision of land.
Sixth: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 4, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
a. Amend Article 3.1 1 (3)(b), Clustered Development , to elimin-
ate the one hundred fifty (150) foot wide landscaped
buffer requirement and to require instead that the land-
scaped buffer be twenty percent (20%) of the average
width of the developed tract with a minimum buffer
requirement of one hundred (100) feet and a maximum
buffer requirement of two hundred fifty (250) feet. Allowed in
the landscaped buffer will be wells, leachfields and
passive recreation.
b. Amend Article 3.1 1 (4), Clustered Development , to modify
the formula for determining the number of buildings
which will be permitted in a clustered development by
subtracting the areas of water bodies, wetlands. Class V
and VI soils and 20% and greater slopes from the total
acreage of the tract if it is essential for the applicant to file for
a State of New Hampshire Dredge and Fill permit in order
to complete the project. If no permit is required, one-half of
the total area of water bodies, wetlands. Class V and VI soils
and 20% and greater slopes shall be subtracted from the
total acreage of the tract. The remaining area shall be
divided by the minimum lot size allowed in the district in
which the clustered development is located.
c. Amend Article 3.1 1(6), Cluster Development , to eliminate
descriptive language as to why roadways in clustered
developments shall be of private ownership and to change
the word "if" to "when".
d. Amend Article 3.1 1 (7)(d), Clustered Development , to require
that adequate provisions be made by the owner or his
authorized agent for school bus access.
Seventh : Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 5, as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance:
Amend Article 4.03(6), District Boundaries and Zoning
Maps , to provide that where a zoning district boundary runs
through a lot, the more restrictive zoning classification shall
apply to the whole lot only if twenty percent (20%) or more of
the area of the lot is in the more restrictive zone.
Eighth: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 6, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows;
Amend Article 7.01, Building Code and Building Permits
General , to adopt the 1 987 BOCA Code and include a new
section differentiating between renovation and rehabilitation
for building permit purposes.
Ninth: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 7, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Zoning Map to rezone the area of land bounded
on the South by Route 101, on the East by Hooksett Road,
on the North by a line running 1 000' north of, and parallel to,
Wellington Road and Old Candia and on the West by the
Easterly boundary of the Industrial Zone from its existing
designation as a C-2 District to an R-1 District.
Tenth: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 8, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Zoning Map to rezone the area of land, beginning
at the Easterly edge of Chester Road at the Southerly edge
of Lot #4, Tax Map 23 and continuing 1 ,000 feet along the
Southerly line of Lot #4, Tax Map 23 and Lot #5, Tax Map
23, then running Southerly and Easterly following 1 ,000 feet
from Chester Road then Bunker Hill Road, to a point which is
1 ,000 feet from an extension of a point on the Northerly side
of Bunker Hill Road and an extension of the Easterly side of
Lot # 1 1 , Tax Map 7 then Southerly to Bunker Hill Road from
its existing designation as an R-2 District to a C-2 District.
Eleventh: Are you infavorof the adoption of Amendment
No. 9, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town
Zoning Ordinance to see if the Town will vote to increase the
building permit fees provided for in the Auburn Zoning
Ordinance, Section 7.03 thereof, and further to amend the
said Section 7.03 as follows:
a. Amend Article 7.03 to increase the rate of charge per square
foot of unfinished floor and basement floor area in a
residential use to 70.
b. Amend Article 7.03 to increase the rate of charge per square
foot of finished living area for residential use to IOC.
c. Amend Article 7.03 to increase the rate of charge per square
foot of total floor space for all commercial and industrial
structures to 170.
d. Amend Article 7.03 to increase the rate of charge for
remodeling of existing residential dwellings to 100 per
square foot of remodeled or added finished living space plus
70 per square foot per floor of unfinished floor space,
basement included.
e. Amend Article 7.03 to provide that all new detached accessory
structures to residential dwelling shall be assessed at a
building permit fee at a rate of 70 per square foot of finished




Amend Article 7.03, to provide that permits for electrical and
plumbing renovations shall be assessed at a rate of $1.00
per electrical circuit and $1 .00 per plumbing fixture unit, or a
flat rate of $25.00, whichever is greater.
Twelfth: In accordance with RSA 31, Section 63 and
63A we, the undersigned, respectfully request the area from
the Auburn-Hooksett town line, to Wellington Road, Old
Candia Road and Hooksett - from 1,000 feet north of
Wellington Road and Old Candia Road, south to Route 1 01
,
be rezoned from commercial-industrial to residential. We
also request that this zoning change be placed before the
voters of the town of Auburn. (By Petition) (Not Recom-
mended by the Planning Board)
Polls will be open at 1 0:00 a.m. and close at 7:00 p.m. You
are also notified to meet on Saturday, March the twelfth next, at
2:00 p.m., at the Auburn Village School to consider the following
articles:
Thirteenth: To see if the Town will vote to accept such
Trust Funds as may come in during the year and Trust Funds as
have not been previously accepted.
Fourteenth: To see if the Town will vote to use the income
of the H.B. Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
Fifteenth: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts, for the use of the Town as may now
or hereafter be forthcoming.
Sixteenth: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Seventeenth: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of any or all property acquired by tax
deed, by public auction or sealed bid, with the right to reject all
bids.
Eighteenth: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to make application for and to receive and spend such
advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town purposes as
may now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State,
Local or private agencies.
Nineteenth: To see if the Town will appropriate the sum
of Sixteen-Thousand-Seven-Hundred-Eighty-One Dollars
($16,781) for the Auburn Police Department to purchase a
cruiser. (Amount included in the Budget.) (Recommended by
the Budget Committee.)
Twentieth: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One-Hundred-Fifty-Five-Thousand
Dollars ($1 55,000) for the Auburn Fire Department to purchase
a Fire Truck. (This amount included in the Budget.) (Recommend-
ed by Budget Committee.)
Twenty-First: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Fifty-Five-Thousand Dollars ($55,000)
for the Auburn Fire Department to purchase a Rescue Vehicle.
(This amount inlcuded in the Budget.) (Recommended by the
Budget Committee.)
Twenty-Second: We, the undersigned, do hereby request
the Town to vote to appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand
Dollars ($20,000) to upgrade Peachtree Road to a Class V
Road. (By Petition)
Lisa-Beth Sanford Pat Reynolds
Brian Thomas Conrad Clement
Kathy Canedy Nancy Johnson
Alain D. Beaudoin* Ralph Johnson
Anne D. Beaudoin* Harry E. Flanders
Dennis D. Beer Dorothy Carpenter
Armand R. Gagnon Joseph A. Guimond
Muriel E. Gagnon
*Not Registered Voters
(Amount Not Included in the Budget.) (Not Recommended by
the Budget Committee.)
Twenty-Third: Tosee if the Town wil authorize the select-
men to accept private donations of land, interest in land or
money to be deposited into the conservation fund for the
purposes of contributing to the local matching portion required
for acquiring conservation land or interest in land and other
costs associated therewith for permanent conservation use
under the N.H. Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP)
RSA 221 -A, and authorize the selectmen to apply for and
accept the state matching funds under the LCIP for the pur-
poses of acquisition of the fee or lesser interest in conservation
land. Said appropriated or donated funds and state matching
funds may be expended by majority vote of the conservation
commission.
Twenty-Fourth: To see if the Town will vote, as provided for
in RSA 31 :94-a, the change of the next fiscal year of the town to
January 1 , 1 989 - June 30, 1 990; and to a fiscal year of July 1 -
June 30 each year thereafter.
Twenty-Fifth: To see if the Town will vote to set the date
of the annual Town Meeting, as provided for in RSA 39:1 -a, to
the second Tuesday in May each year, effective in 1 990. (Note:
This article will be dismissed if the Article changing the fiscal
year is not voted in the affirmative.)
Twenty-Sixth: To hear the report of the Budget Committee
and to see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate to defray Town charges and legal obligations for
the ensuing year.
Given under our hands and seals this 22nd day of February
A.D., 1988.
The Selectmen of the Town of Auburn
Eugene A. Thomas, Chairman
Richard E. Shackelton












Last year at the Town Meeting a Study Committee was
authorized to look at the budget year of the Town and the
feasibility of changing the date of the Town Meeting. This
committee has been at work and now submits a report with
proposals for action at the Town Meeting this year.
First, we studied, and now recommend, the changing of
the budget year from January 1 through December 31 to




The Town would be spending money only after it has
been authorized by vote of the Town Meeting. Presently we
spend money before it has been authorized by Town vote
which we feel is somewhat unresponsible.
(2) We would ease tremendously the burden upon those
persons of the Town who are responsible for budget prepar-
ation by moving the working time away from the major
holiday season of Thanksgiving and Christmas.
(3) We would thenhave the same budget time as the
School District which could simplify the arranging of Town
expense payments.
Second, we studied the feasibility of holding the Town
Meeting in May rather than in March, and recommend this
change to you. The advantages we see are as follows:
(1) The weather would be much more accommodating
for persons attending the meeting, and hopefull the
attendance of voters would be larger.
(2) The Town Report would be printed at a time when
printers are not as busy with Town Reports, hopefully
avoiding some of the possible mistakes and rushing.
(3) Again, report preparation, like budget preparation,
would be removed from the major holiday season, making it
much easier to get reports in.
On the basis of our studies, discussions and deliberations,
we recommend to you the two Articles submitted in the
Warrant. We will do our best to answer questions from the
floor at the meeting.






Reprinted from 1986 Town Report


















Police Cruiser (Warrant Article)
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance Winter









Pingree Hill in '87)
(In '88 Rattlesnake Hill, Pingree Hill, Calef and Chester Turnpike)
SANITATION















Fiscal Charges on Debt
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Fire House
Fire Truck (Warrant Article)
Rescue Vehicle (Warrant Article)
Actual Actual Selectmen's Budget Committee
Appropriation Expenditures Budget Recommend Not











Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
Shared Revenue-Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land
Other Reimbursements - LWCF
Sweepstakes - 1981 Payment
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income From Departments















Records of Town Meeting - 1 987
The Annual Town Meeting for the Town of Auburn, N.H.
was called to order by the Moderator, C. Donald Strltch at
1 0:00 AM on March 1 0, 1 987.
Afterthe reading of the Warrant, the Moderator noted the
receipt of three petitions regarding Article Two from some
land owners in Auburn. After the ballot box was examined,
voting proceeded until 7:00 P.M., with the absentee ballots
being opened at 3:00 P.M. The business meeting of the
Town was adjourned to Saturday, March 1 4, 1 987, at 2:00
P.M., to take up Articles Three through Seventeen.
Article One and Two were decided on the written ballot
on March 1 0, 1 987, with the following results. A total of 52
1
ballots were cast.
Article One. To bring your ballots for:
Selectman for Three Years
Armand R. Gagnon 184
Edmond W. Labore, Jr 279
Daniel Carpenter (write-in) 40
Town Clerk for Three Years:
Nancy H. Gagnon 497
Tax Collector for Three Years:
Eva L. Lunnie 498
Town Treasurer for One Year:
Gail Legere 366
Auditor for Two Years:
Darlene L. Conners 455
Library Trustee for Three Years:
David S. Griffin 485
Cemetery Trustee for Three Years: (Auburn Village)
Walter W.Jamroz 479
Cemetery Trustee for One Year: (Auburn Village)
Ernest Allard 361
Cemetery Trustee for Three Years: (Longmeadow)
Irving H. Lunnie 472
Cemetery Trustee for Two Years: (Longmeadow)
David Griffin (write-in) 10
Trustee Fund Trustee for Three Years:
No one received 1 votes.
Police Commissioner for Three Years:
Aldis J. Christie 104
David N. Rogers 201
Albert J. Samson 196
Article 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the amend-
ments to the existing Town Zoning Ordinance and Zoning
Map as proposed by the Planning Board? The full text of the
Ordinance and proposed Map as they are proposed to be
amended are posted and available for inspection at the
Town Hall.
The proposed amendments will:
a. Amend the definitions of the following terms in Article 2:
i. Automobile Repair Garage.
ii. Commercial Service Establishment.








c. Amend Article 3.02, Animal Husbandry, to establish
setbacks for storage of waste manure and area require-
ments for availability to livestock,
d. Amend Article 3.07(D), Nonconforming Lots, to permit
expansion or new building on a nonconforming lot so
long as the building and expansion do not exceed 5% of
the area of the lot and meets all other zoning requirements.
e. Amend Article 3.09, Growth Management to:
i. Define "building construction",
ii. Require renewals of building permits when construction
iii. has not been completed within 1 2 months of issuance of
iii. a building permit; and
iii. To allow the Building Inspector to institute a waiting
list for building permits.
f. Amend Article 3.1 regarding minimum lot size for mult-
dwellings and to increase the minimum floor area for
multi-unit dwellings to 800 square feet per unit.
g. Amend Article 3.1 1 to provide for clustered non-residential
development
h. Creates a new Article, Manufactured Housing, to permit
manufactured housing in the R-2 district, and to establish
installation and building requirements for manufactured
housing.
i. Adds a new section. Storage Regulation, to Article on
Underground Watershed Protection Regulations. This
section sets standards for underground storage facilities
where the capacity of a tank is 100 gallons or greater.
j. Creates a new Article, Travel Trailer Park/Travel Trailer,
regarding trailer parks and storge of travel trailers on
land owned by the owner of the travel trailer.
k. Amends Article 4, District Regulations, to provide for an
"1-1" Industrial-One District.
I. Amends Article 4, District Regulations, regarding permitted
uses, special exceptions and building area requirements.
m.Adds a new Article 4.09 "1-1" Industrial-One district to
the District Regulations, setting forth permitted uses,
uses allow by special exception, and lot size, frontage,
yard, and height requirements for the 1-1 District.
n. Amends Article 7.03 to increase building permit fees.
o. Amends Appendix A, the Zoning Matrix of Uses and
District, regarding permitted uses, special exceptions,
and uses that are not allowed in the individual zoning
districts.
p. Amends Appendix B to establish for a zoning table of
dimensions for 1-1 disricts.
q. Amends the Zoning Map to rezone that portion of the "I"
disrtict located on west side of Londonderry Turnpike
between Rattlesnake Hill Road and Wilson Crossing,
3000' in depth, to 1-1.
Vote on Article Two: YES 285 NO 205
The adjourned business meeting was called to order by
the Moderator C. Donald Stritch, at 2 PM on Saturday, March
14, 1987. Mr. Stritch read the results of the election held on
March 10, 1987.
Article Three. To see if the Town will vote to accept such
Trust Funds as may come in during the year and Trust Funds
as have not been previously accepted.
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Daniel Carpenter moved the article be accepted as
printed. John Coyne seconded. No discussion. Article passed.
Article Four. To see if the Town will vote to use the
income of the H.B. Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
David S. Griffin moved that the fund be used for the
library. Seconded by Alex Komaridis. No discussion. Article
passed.
Article Five: To see if the Tow/n vj\\\ vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts for the use of the Town as may
now or hereafter be forthcoming.
Eugene Thomas moved that Article Five be adopted as
printed. John Davis seconded. No discussion. Article passed.
Article Six: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Richard Shackelton moved Article Six be approved as
printed. Edmond Labore seconded. No discussion. Article
passed.
Article Seven: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to dispose of any/or all property acquired by
tax dded, by public auction or sealed bid, with the right to
reject all bids.
Daniel Carpenter moved that Article Seven be accepted
as printed. Hubert Topliff seconded. After minimal discussion,
the article passed.
Article Eight: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell the lots of land owned by the Town in the
Sun Valley Subdivision, so-called, to the persons or parties
who own real estate abutting said lots at such prices and
upon such terms and conditions as the Selectmen shall find
to be fair and reasonable to the town and to the purchasers,
or in default thereof, to dispose of said lots by public auction
or sealed bid, with the right to reject all bids.
Eugene Thomas moved Article Eight as printed. Bruce
Mason seconded. After discussion, Mary Griffin moved the
question. There being no objection to voting on the question,
the vote was taken and Article Eight passed.
At this time, Harry Flanders, our Representative to General
Court, addressed the Town Meeting.
Article Nine: To see if the Town will vote to establish a
capital reserve fund for the purpose of acquiring in behalf of
the Town land or rights in land such as conservation
easements, development rights and the like.
Richard Shackelton moved that Article Nine be approved
as printed and read. James Thompson seconded. Bruce
Mason made the motion to table the Article indefinitely.
Motion to table seconded by Paula Marzloff . After discussion, a
hand count on the motion to table was Yes-26; No-78.
Motion to table defeated.
Dennis McCarthy moved to vote on the question. Mr.
Anderson seconded. Motion to vote passed.
Vote on Article Nine was no, and Article Nine was defeated.
Article Ten. To see if the Town will vote to transfer to the
capital reserve fund for the acquisition of land and rights in
land any of the Town's unencumbered surplus funds remaining
on hand at the end of the fiscal year up to, but no in excess of,
an amount equal to all revenues received by the Town
during the fiscal year from the sale of land owned by the
Town. (Note; This Article will be dismissed if the Article
establishing the capital reserve fund is not voted in the
affirmative.)
SinceArticle Ninewas defeated, ArticleTen is dismissed.
Mr. Richard Miller is retiring after several years service to
the Town as Town Treasurer, as noted by the Moderator.
After a round of applause, Dick thanked the Town for
allowing him to give back to the Town by his service as Town
Treasurer.
Article Eleven: To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to make application for and to receive and spend
such advances, grant-in-aid, or other funds for Town purposes
as may now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State,
Local or private agencies.
Daniel Carpenter moved the Article. Gerald Lacourse
seconded. Article passed.
Article Twelve: To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
towns representatives to the court to take all necessary
measures to insure that no low level radioactive waste from
the Seabrook Nuclear Plant shall be stored within this Town
of Auburn unless and until the proposed site of the proposed
storage or disposal has been approved by the voters of the
town at the annual town meeting (By Petition)
Jacqueline Lawrence Winifred Sanford
Louis R. Jackitis Earle Wingate
A. Cynthia Fischer Nancy A. Sanford
Elinor T. Butler Kenneth J. Sanford
Maria Riddell John Karpinski (?)
Dennis McCarthy Carol Crete
Nancy Martin Pam Picard
John E. Mason Nancy Potvin
Edmond W. Labore, Jr. John W. Sargent
Brian Thomas Kim Sargent
Lisa-Beth Sanford (Presenter) Jackson M. Henry
L. Paul Blais, Jr.
Lisa Beth Sanford moved the Article be accepted as
printed. Edmond Labore seconded. Frank Gamache made a
motion to change "Seabrook" to "any". Seconded by Lisa-
Beth Sanford. Other changes were then suggested, and
Frank Gamache rewrote his amendment to read "no radioactive
waste from any source". Change agreed upon by second
Lisa-Beth Sanford. Martin Sullivan moved we vote on the
amendment. Mr. Anderson seconded. Motion to vote on
amendment passed. Vote on amendent; "no radioactive
waste from any source" - Passed.
Vote on Article Twelve - passed.
Article Thirteen: To see if the Town will appropriate the
sum of Seventeen-Thousand Nine-Hundred Forty-Two Dollars
($1 7,942,00) for the Auburn Police Department to purchase
a cruiser. (Amount included in the budget.) (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
Lloyd Wood moved Article 13 be accepted as read.
Theobald Therrien seconded. After a description of vehicle
to be purchased, Martin Sullivan moved to vote on the
question. Seconded by Lloyd Doughty II. Article Thirteen
motion to vote passed.
At this time, the Moderator paid tribute to Mr. F. Russell










"unseen" deeds for the Town and served us long and well as
"Mr. Inspector." Mr. Sullivan received a standing ovation
from town residents. He will be missed.
Article Fourteen: We, the undersigned, residents of the
unpaved portion of Appletree Road, do hereby request that
theTown vote to appropriate sixty-thousand ($60,000) to
upgrade the unpaved portion of Appletree Road to a Class V
road. We also request that the Board of Selectmen accept it
as a Town road when it is upgraded. (By Petition) (Money
included in the Budget) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee)
Victoria ChamberlainEd Dahood
David Chamberlain Joe Kilham
Ralph Clow Patricia M. Kilham
Susan Clow Mr & Mrs. C. Ellison
Jacqueline DaoustMr & Mrs S. Kanakis
Michael Daoust Me & Mrs R. O'Flatery
Feme Merullo
moved we accept Article Fourteen as
printed in the warrant. Russell Dutka seconded. After minimal
discussion, Mary Griffin moved the question. Seconded by
Mr. Davis. Motion to vote passed. Vote on Article Fourteen in the
affirmative, and the Article passed.
Article Fifteen : To see if the Town will vote to accept the
following roads in the Sun Valley Subdivision, so-called, as
Class VI highways: Appletree Road, Birchtree Road, Mapletree
Road, Oaktree Road, and Peachtree Road as shown on sub-
division plans of Sun Valley Estates, as subdivided by New
England Mortgage Investment Corp.
Eugene Thomas moved we accept the Article as read.
Susan Tardiff seconded. John Davis moved to vote on the
question. Daniel Lawrence seconded. Motion to vote passed.
Vote on Article Fifteen - Passed.
Article Sixteen: To hear the report of the Budget
Committee and to see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate to defray Town charges and legal
obligations for the ensuing year.
James Andrus, Chairman of the Budget Committee,
made the motion to appropriate a sum of $1 ,205,085.00 for
the ensuing year. (One Million, Two Hundred and Five
Thousand, and Eighty-five Dollars.) Seconded by Winifred
Sanford.
Vote on Article was in the affirmative and budget passed
in the amount of $1,205,085.00 (One Million, Two Hundred
and Five Thousand, and Eighty-five Dollars.).
Article Seventeen: To transact any other business that
may legally come before the meeting.
The Moderator expressed the Town's thanks to Daniel
Carpenter, retiring Chairman of the Board of Selectmen.
Dan has been a Selectman for six years. His efforts on behalf
of the Town have been appreciated. The position of Selectman
has been quoted as being the most difficult political position
to be held. The town residents gave Dan a standing ovation.
His hard work has been appreciated.
Hubert Topliff, in reference to two articles regarding
changing the Town Meeting to May, which were not on the
official warrant by error, asked the residents present for a
concensus of opinion. The choices are a Special Town
Meeting in 45-60 days; wait until next year's Town Meeting;
or do nothing. The majority present preferred waiting until
next year's Town Meeting.






Detailed Statement of Payments
Town Officers' Salaries
Nancy Butts, Deputy Tax Collector $ 947.50
Daniel Carpenter, Selectman 320.00
Columbine Cleaves, Secretary 7,985.01
Jacqueline Daoust, Clerk 1,076.40
June Eaton, Clerk 1,422.50
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk 6,509.00
Cindy Hebert, Clerk 858.75
Jean Kuehl, Clerk 362.50
Edmond Labore, Slectman 1,1 19.96
Gail Legere, Treasurer 950.00
Eva Lunnie, Tax Collector 6,600.00
Richard Miller, Deputy Treasurer 150.00
Margaret Neveu, Selectmen's Assistant 17,500.08
Nathan Pearce, Bookkeeper 2,400.00
Cynthia Poulin, Deputy Tax Collector 980.20
Sheila Rankin, Clerk 3,248.50
Lisa-Beth Sanford, Budget Comm. Secretary 198.14
Richard Shackelton, Selectman 1,440.00
Eugene Thomas, Selectman 1,570.00
Dorothy Carpenter, Trustee of Trust Funds 1 50.00
Andrea Long, Clerk 32.50
$55,821.04
Town Officers' Expenses
Mobile Office Equipment, Supplies 478.90
Jacqueline Daoust, Re-imb. Job Supplies 2.90
A.T.&T, Phone 192.92
N.H. Resource Rec. Assoc, Dues 54.21
Wheeler & Clark, Dog Tags 353.77
National Market Reports, Books 132.00
New England Telephone, Phones 1,479.75
Rockingham County Reg. of Deeds, Recording Fees 31 4.85
Loring, Short, Harmon, Supplies 677.67
Belmont Spring Water, Drinking Water 27.92
Postmaster, Postage 1,342.55
Amoskeag Bank, Safe Deposit Rent 12.00
Treasurer, State of N.H., Supplies 1 ,1 09.32
N.H. Assoc, of Assessing Officials, Dues 20.00
N.H. Town Clerks Assoc, Dues 22.00
Margaret Neveu, Re-imb. Postage & Supplies 180.81
N.H. Tax Collectors Assoc, Dues 1 5.00
Treasurer, State of N.H., Marriage License Fees 312.00
Auburn District Court, Yield Tax Lien 20.00
Tom Ray Office Supplies, Supplies 289.72
Ross Express, Freight-Supplies From State 162.96
Union Leader, Ads 159.41
Office Dimension, Supplies 458.89
Boy Scouts, Deliver Town Books 400.00
Nancy Gagnon, Re-imb. for Postage & Supplies 370.59
Sir Speedy, Printing 3,246.25
N.H. Municipal Health Trust, B/C. Ins. 941.40
Homestead Press, Printing 340.67
Taft Bus. Machine, Machine Repairs 562.50
Rural Development, Subscription 5.00
Daniel J. Carpenter, Sel's Expenses 1 50.00
U.S. Stamped Envelope Agency, Envelopes 2,048.10
Wageman Insurance, Bond Town Clerk 50.00
Carri-Plodzik-Sanderson Prof. Assoc, Audit 4,200.00
Hillsborough County Probate, Deed .50
Edmond Labore, Jr., Sel's Expenses 600.07
MD Stetson Inc., Supplies 90.03
N.H. Mun. Assoc, Update Sel's hand book 35.00
State of N.H., Dog Licenses 232.00
Business Woman's Training Institute, Seminar 44.00
U.S. Binders, Book Binders 30.00
Equity Pub. Corp., Revised NHRSA 83.95
Jones Office Equip., Supplies 176.32
Orrin Chase, Re-imb for Postage 1 1 .85
David E. Belford, Forester 450.00
Municipal Computer Service, Computer Services 2,033.69
Columbine Cleaves, Seminar 44.00
N.H. Local Welfare Assoc, Dues 1 5.00
Treasurer State of N.H., Appraisals & Appeals 264.25
Balsams Hotel, Town Clerk Assoc. Seminar 100.00
John's News Service, Photos 5.00
Andrew L. Blais, Assessment Services 5,682.00
Eugene Thomas, Sel's Expenses 750.00
Richard Shackelton, Sel's Expenses 750.00
Medicare, Town's Share, Amoskeag Bank 631.66
Herb Chase, Re-imb. for Supplies 4.60
Margaret Neveu, Mileage Expense 200.00
Schwaab Inc., Ink Stamps 52.70
Success Builders, Workshop 96.00
$32,516.68
Election and Registration
Patricia Allard, Supervisor of Checklist 65.75
Susan Andrus, Supervisor of Checklist 96.25
Margo Cox, Supervisor of Checklist 82.50
Sir Speedy, Ballots 55.00
Auburn Supermarket, Election Supplies 19.19
Richard Shackelton, Selectman 75.00
Donald Stritch, Moderator 75.00
Harry Flanders, Asst. Moderator 60.00
Auburn Lunch Program, Election Lunch 15.00
Nancy Johnson, Election Supper 90.00
Theresa Dutka, Ballot Clerk 60.00
Amelia Sullivan, Ballot Clerk 60.00
Shirley Stark, Ballot Clerk 60.00
Marjorie Chase, Ballot Clerk 60.00
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk 75.00
Mary Griffin, Deputy Town Clerk 60.00
Eugene Thomas, Selectman 75.00
Daniel Carpenter, Selectman & Booths 150.00
Contour Marketing Inc., Checklists 81.21
1,314.90
Cemetaries
Auburn Village Cemetary Trustees, Approp.
Longmeadow Cemetary Trustees, Approp.
Town Hall & Other Building
Paula Marzloff, Janitor
Public Service Co., Electricity
Bill Trombly Plumbing, Repairs
Lee Boles, Fuel Oil
Chris McLaughlin, Flowers











Belmont Water, Drinking Water
Longchamps Electric, Electric Repairs
Herb Chase, Repairs
Richard Leonard, Repairs
Brenda Beer, Desk & Chair
Electrolux, Vacuum bags
Margaret Neveu, Re-imb Supplies
Planning & Zoning
Sheila Rankin, Clerk
Sackett & Brake Survey, Map Up-date
Postmaster, Postage
Sir Speedy, Printing
Eva L. Lunnie, ZBA Secretary
Office Dimensions, Supplies
Margaret Neveu, Re-lmb. Postage & Supplies
Rockingham Cty. Conservation District, Dues
Union Leader, Legal Notices
Robyn-Le Kohut, Planning Board Secretary




The Boston Globe, Advertising
SNHPC, Annual Meeting
N.H. Dept. of Environmental Services, Books
F. Russell Sullivan, Bid. Inspector
Donald Graves, Bid. Inspector




Cynthia Poulin, Re-imb. Postage
Eugene Thomas, Re-imb. Seminar
N.H. Assoc, of Conservation Comm., Dues
N.H. Municipal Assoc, Dues
Office of State Planning, Dues
Robyn-Le Kohut, Re-imb. Postage & Stamps
Herb Chase, Re-imb. Supplies
Dr. Thomas Dawson, Bid. Insp. Seminar
Tom Abbott, Re-imb Fees
N.H. Mun. Health Ins. Trust, Med. Ins.
Ann Sullivan, Secretary
N.H. Municipal Computer Service,
Maps & Lot Listings
Loring, Short & Harmon, Supplies
Wadleigh, Starr, Peter, Dunn & Chiesa,
Legal Fees
Legal
Wadleigh, Starr, Peter, Dunn, Chiesa,
Legal Fees
Advertising & Regional Assoc.
Southern N.H. Planning Comm., Dues





























































Cynthia Poulin, Clerk 208.77
Donna Boyd-Robertson, Clerk 2,584.62
Michael Willett, Special Officer 369.57
Michael LaChapelle, Special Officer 706.88
Gary Karolian, Special Officer 3,068.64
Earl Ackley, Jr., Special Officer 2,968.64
Norman St.Onge, Special Officer 52.50
Paul Sanford, Special Officer 3,990.28
Alan Young, Special Officer 4,785.91
Edw/ard Picard, Lt. Full-time Officer 9,795.65
A.G. Falabella, Special Officer 56.25
Donald Kimtis, Special Officer 80.00
Linda Young, Special Officer 2,873.76
John Manni, Special Officer 2,872.15
Lloyd Doughty, Special Officer 1,639.01
Donald Kirlis, Special Officer 48.94
Edward Lesko, Special Officer 2,943.89
Ernest L. Castle IV, Full-time Officer 5,1 15.63
R.B. Graphics, Office Supplies 1 38.53
N.H. Retirement System, Retirement 1,973.30
N.H. Mun. Health Trust, Insurance 1,255.20
Atty. Dale Swanson, Chief's Legal Fees 250.00
Postmaster, Postage 433.00
Margaret Neveu, Re-imb. Postage & Supplies 8.23
Auburn Supermarket, Supplies 593.16
N.E. Telephone, Telephone 3,331.15
A.T.&T., Telephone 2,832.68
C.J. Lord & Sons, Repairs 602.52
Manchester Water Works, Gas & Repairs 4,242.33
Country Copier, Copies 41.80
Silver Screen Studio, Tapes 68.08
Bear-Aid Inc., Supplies 28.40
Tom Ray Office, Supplies 451.95
Jean Worster, Re-imb. Postage & Supplies 86.15
John Manni, Re-imb. Postage & Supplies 57.26
Neptune Inc., Uniforms 2,893.65
Medicare, Town half of Medicare Payments 157.83
N.H. Law Director^', Law Directory & Daybook 23.75
Equity Pub. Corp., Supplies 91.25
State of N.H., Supplies 399.64
Cen-Com, Repairs 1,004.25
T.A.B. Police Dist., Supplies 44.48
Mobile Office Equip., Supplies 73.50
Sir Speedy, Printing 375.70
Frank N. Fern, Repairs 130.00
Orrin Chase, Wiring 283.50
Lloyd P. Wood, Re-imb. Tolls & Supplies 4.00
N.H. Assoc. Chief of Police, Dues 395.00
Earl Ackley, Re-imb. Supplies 6.00
Nault Ford, Repairs 531.41
Sanel Auto Parts, Parts 231.64
Fargo International, Supplies 103.95
Quill Corp., Equipment 473.62
Quick Arms & Supply, Revolvers & Arms 864.25
N.H. Bar Association, Subscription 40.00
Gall's Lights, Equipment 369.58
Intoximeters Inc., Equipment 216.75
Derry Locksmith, Keys 208.50
Wayne Glass, Repairs 228.15
Union Leader, Ad for Police Officer 1 62.00
CompuAdd Corp., Equipment 1,391.00
Gladstone Ford, Repairs 1,401.57




The Balsams, Annual Chief's Conf.
Kendall Insurance, Fire Dept. Ins. (rent)
Andrea Logn, Re-imb. Supplies
I.A.C.P., Toronto Conference
Norma Martin, Re-imb. Supplies
Psychotheraphy Assoc, Pre-employment reports
Jim McQueen, Floor Stripping
Standard Fusee Corp., Red Spiked Fuses
Hancock Lumber, Material
Ossipee Mt. Electronics, Move Base Station
Office Dimensions, Supplies
N.H. Criminal Invest. Assoc, Annual Dues
Office Furniture Discount, Chair & Floor Mats
Jeff Hrycuna, Installed Outlets
Alfax Mfg., Equipment
Factory Outlet Office Furniture, Chairs
G.P. Brena, M.D., Physicals
Bedford Commons Radiology, Chest X-rays
Agway, Gas
Armand Gagnon, Washed Cruisers
Northeast Audio, Cassettes
20th Century Plastics, Supplies
Melvin Garage, Slick-50
Edward Picard, Re-imb. Supplies
Kustom Electronics, Inc., Radar Equip.
Picard Signs, Police Sign
20/20 Graphics, Supplies
Laconia Fire Dept., Dry Chem. Extinguishers
Donald Kennedy & Peter Dollard, Re-imb.
Auburn True Value, Supplies
Quinlan Press, Tapes
Nutshell, Negotiations Class Tuition
Russell Auto Inc., Repairs
COMBS Co., Vacuum Cleaner
Gary Karolian, Re-imb. Film
Alan Young, Re-imb. Targets
John Smith, Revolver
Sargent-Sowell Inc., Equipment
International Personnel Mgr. Assoc, Tests
Maids & Company, Office Cleaning
Moquin's Starter & Alternator Service, Repairs
Photos-R-Us, Processing & Printing Film
N.H.S.P.C.A., N.H. Excerpts of Laws
RKB Construction Inc., Shelves
Fire Department
Derry Fire Dept., Dispatching Service
Whitcher Lumber, Material
Bergeron Assoc, Protective Clothes & Supplies
Cen-Com, Radio Repairs
Boston Coupling Co., Parts
New England Telephone, Phone
A.T.&T., Phone
Manchester Water Works, Gas
The Westco Corp., Parts
Public Service Co., Electricity
N.H. Medical Supply, Supplies
Sundeen Lumber, Material
Bellemore Heating, Fuel Oil
United Tire Service, Repairs































































G.V.C. Chemical Corp., Supplies 597.69
N.H. Fire Prevention Society, Dues 7.50
Conway Association, Parts 3,146.40
Jean Vallee, Re-imb. Supplies 50.40
Debbie Anderson, Re-imb. Postage & Supplies 55.00
L.J.M. Service, Parts 71 0.23
Fire Fighter Specialties, Type D Plates 1 62.40
Granite STate Fire System,Equipment 19.25
Russ Phillips, Re-imb. Supplies 60.00
Auburn Supermarket, Supplies 107.66
Greenwood Fire Apparatus, Parts 494.26
Paul Blais, Fire Training 85.00
Patricia Kilham, Re-imb. Training 60.00
H.O.P. Pres., Cleaning 91.30
Sanel Auto Parts, Parts 2,153.48
Tom Ray Office, Supplies 59.84
Silver Screen Video, Film 6.79
Int. State Emergency Unit, Dues 10.00
Waterous Co., Supplies 22.75
Robbins Auto. Parts 83.26
Good Morning Sales, Supplies 486.00
C.J. Lord & Son, Repairs 90.00
Paul Therrien, Re-imb. Supplies 30.00
Lyons Steel Inc., Material 336.90
Emergency Warning Systems, Equipment 61.00
Triple M. Plastics Products, Tank for Truck 5,91 4.00
First Aid Home Health Care, Supplies 645.66
N.E. Assoc, of Fire Chiefs, Dues 1 0.00
Superior Saw & Carbide Tool Co., Repairs 91.40
Keystone Battery, Repairs 454.16
Marty Sullivan, Re-imb. Supplies 60.00
The Fire Barn, Supplies 755.25
Manchester Mack Truck, Repairs 90.43
Jim Trombly Plumbing & Heating, Repairs 380.59
Sir Speedy, Printing 41.00
William Anderson, Re-imb. Material 1 1 6.07
W.S. Darley Co., Supplies 240.03
Dyna-Med, Rescue Supplies 1 13.40
Tamchar Inc., Truck Maintenance 92.00
Fire Protection Publications, Subscription 99.00
Kendall Insurance, Insurance 6,405.00
Motorola, Inc., Radio, Parts & Supplies 2,900.00
Union Leader, Advertisement 1 18.59
Hospital Home Health Care of N.H., Supplies 1 35.1
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Graybar Electric, Supplies 67.44
National Fire Protection Assoc, Subscription 307.50
Merriam Graves Corp., Supplies 79.60
Jim Yankee's Radiator Sales, Repair 40.00
Gilbert Inc., Parts 160.20
Office Dimensions, Supplies 178.68
Melissa McCarthy, Re-imb. Supplies 44.56
Tri-State Amusement, Equipment 24.60
Penn-H Tub Inc., Oil 201.85
Border Area Mutual Aid, Dues 25.00
Auburn True Value, Supplies 1 22.75
Moquin Starter & Alternator, Repairs 210.00
Dobles Chev., Parts 1 2.44
Meek. Sharp & Dohme, Shots 3.810.56
Northern Auto Works. Truck Repairs 383.85
Joe Ginley. Repairs 91.00
Hancock Lumber, Supplies 140.96

























Joe Stacy, Deputy Warden
James Stacy, Laborer
Auburn Fire Dept., Boat
Lynn Therrien, Fireman
Dry Hydrants




Setina Mfg., Bodyguard Partition
Motorola, Radio
Cen-Com, Install Radio & Light Bar
Susan Anderson, Re-imb.
Winter
Joe Stacy, Gen. Cont., Inc., Labor & Equipment
R.H. Hartford, Labor & Equipment




Moquin Starter & Alt. Co., Repairs
Robin Hartford, Labor










Manchester Sand § Gravel, Sand
Barrett Paving, Cold Patch
Auburn Supermarket, Supplies




Chris McLaughlin Trucking, Truck 1,143.75
John Johnson, Labor 1 1 5.00
R.J. Concrete Works, Concrete 4,090.00
51,509.75
Blade
R.C. Hazelton, Blade 5,533.52
Incinerator
Conrad Clement, Labor 10,710.00
Lawrence Lodato, Labor 9,218.25
Kevin Heald, Labor 4,928.00
Public Service Co., Power 3,365.04
Conrad Clement, Re-imb. Diesel 280.20
Bill Trombly, Repairs 255.14
N.E. Telephone, Telephones 628.08
Jordan Milton, Repair Parts 606.60
Auburn Supermarket, Gas 752.73
Candia Auto, Repair Parts 788.32
Resources Tech. Corp., Repairs & Parts 91 5.90
A.T.&T., Telephone 27.80
Graybar Electric, Parts 168.00
Hebert Auto, Repairs 139.85
Sir Speedy, Printing 504.72
N.H. Municipal Health Trust, Med. Ins. 1,176.75
Thomas Rankin, Labor 1,1 20.00
Recycling Service Inc., Scrap Metal Program 101.45
Brewer Fuel Co., Gas 4,484.00
Joe Stacy Gen., Labor & Equipment 4,625.34
Sundeen Lumber, Material 58.94
D.E. Weeks, Repairs 506.70
Lawrence Lodato, Re-imb. Diesel 565.00
Treasurer, State of N.H., Supplies 200.00
Daniel Bolduc, Labor 80.00
Moquins Starter Co., Parts 231 .95
Wright Electric, Parts 225.78
Johnny's Corp., Tire Removal 4,900.00
Panzieri Welding, Repairs 200.00
Union Leader, Ads 137.40
Steve Bolduc, Labor 1 1 5.00
Stephen Knox, Labor 35.00
Belmont Water, Water 122.77
Jim Trombly PIbg. & Htg., Repairs 188.20
Leblanc Hardware, Supplies 21.14
N.H. Explosives, Repair Parts 301.82
Babin Welding, Welding 2,047.87
Cathy Poor, Re-imb. Signs 64.57
Kevin Heald, Re-imb. Diesel 30.00
Manchester Sand & Gravel, Gravel 102.96
54,931.27
Appletree Road
Joe Stacy Gen. Cont. Inc., Labor & Equipment 18,791.60
Cooper & Sons, Labor & Equipment 2,060.00
Paul Jackson, Labor 57.85
James Stacy, Labor 172.50
Michael Hasbrouck, Labor 150.00
John Willey, Labor 44.00
Patrick Cleary, Labor 90.00
Pinard Const., Truck 280.00
Badger Trucking, Truck 2,730.00
R.H. Hartford, Equipment 7,012.50
Tom Hebert, Truck 212.50
Manchester Water Works, Gravel 3,901 .00
Scott Trucking, Truck 1,450.00
Cindy Hebert, Truck 1 ,51 2.50
George Preston Trucking, Truck 225.00
Chester Forest Products, Truck 1 50.00
Lane Construction, Paving 24,285.28
63,124.73
Pingree Hill
Joe Stacy Gen. Cont. Inc., Equipment 9,048.1
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Brian Calhoun, Labor 467.50
John Johnson, Labor 565.00
R.H. Hartford, Equipment 1 5,527.50
Scott Trucking, Truck 5,575.00
Stephen Knox, Labor 801.25
Manchester Water Works, Gravel 1 ,484.00
Cooper & Sons, Equipment 5,100.00
Cedric Preston, Labor 780.00
Chris McLaughlin, Truck 25.00
Maine Drilling, Labor & Equipment 810.50
Lane Construction, Paving 69,133.02
Barrett Paving, Paving 1,184.29
110,501.24
Hospitals & Ambulances
So. N.H. Ambulance Assoc., Contract 5,482.00
Animal Control - Dogs
Edmond Labore Jr., Dog Officer 354.07
Animal Rescue League, Board & Euthanasia 105.00
Dr. George Mercier, Euthanasia 85.00
Postmaster, Dog Notices 66.00
Universal Signs, Magnetic Signs 140.00
Terry Page, Mileage 25.00
Raymond Rodier, Dog Officer 537.13
Raymond Rodier, Mileage 432.75





RCCAP, Requested Amount 1 ,241 .00
Town Poor 2,033.81
Visiting Nurse Assoc.
Visiting Nurse Assoc, Annual Payment 4,007.00
Libraries
Trustees Griffin Library, Appropriation 1 ,658.1
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Recreation
Office Dimensions, Supplies 198.00
Steve Wood, Re-imb Winter Carnival 25.00
Lisa Barton, Re-imb. Winter Carnival 50.00
Auburn Liions, Re-imb. Winter Carnival 100.00
Amy Sullivan, Re-imb. Postage 31.00
Eileen McDonald, Re-imb. Supplies 283.81
N.H. Park Society, Dues 34.00
Union Leader, Ads 26.20
Pat Reynolds, Re-imb. Supplies 67.20
Canedys Crazy Costumes, Easter Rabbit Costume 45.00
Margaret Neveu, Re-imb. Supplies 89.25
Municipal Computer System, Labels 104.70
Yoken's Rest., Senior Trips 486.50
Treasurer, State of N.H. Supplies 24.00
Kathy Canedy, Re-imb Newsletter 824.25
Manchester Transit Author., Senior Trip 81 8.96
19
Timberland Trans. Inc., Senior Trip
Allison Wiza, Playground Helper
Albacone Museum, Playground Trips
Lighthouse Press, Newsletter
Dorothy Carpenter, Playground Director
Jacqueline Wood, Playground Director
Triangle Chemical Toilet, Rental
Telstar Display, Old Home Day
OD Silkscreen Co.,
T-shirts, Recreation Summer Program




N.E. Recreation & Park Fund, Dues
Hart's Turkey Farm, Senior Trip
Winnipesaukee Railroad, Senior Trip
Marie's, Senior Trip
Gertrude Wood, Refund Senior Trip
PTA, Halloween Party
Royal Coach Lines, Senior Trip
Auburn Independent Baseball, Supplies
Bonnie Stearns, Christmas Show
Haron Corp., Labor & Equipment
Recreation Grant
Bill Simione & Assoc, Playground Equip.
Derry Feed & Grain, Stakes




Joe Stacy Gen. Cont. Inc., Labor & Equip.
Water & Sewage Test Ent., Transit Rental
Gold Star, Turf for Recreation Area
Manchester Sand & Gravel, Stone






Maple Leaf Const. Co., Contractor
J.H. Rolfe Const., Co., Labor & Equip.
Water Pollution Control, Septic System Appl.
Richard & Lucille Beliveau, Land
AIM Telephones of N.E., Phones system
Cen-Com, Install. Ant. to Radio Room
Air Service, Inc., Refrigerator





Heritage Galleries, Frames for pictures & boards
Westco Corp., Material
Stripes, Stripe Fire Truck
Joe Stacy Gen. Cont., Labor & Equipment
K-40 Electronics, Parts
Deborah Anderson, Re-imb. supplies

































































F.W.Webb Co., Inc., Parts
Office Dimensions, Supplies & Equip.
Scott Concrete Products, Leaching Tank & Parts
Sears Roebuck Co., Blinds & Chairs
Mike Brien, Re-imb. Supplies




Manchester Sand & Gravel, Material
A.P.C.O., Fee
IMSA, Fee
Frank Trembly, Pipe Fittings
Motorola, Radio
Candia Fire Dept., Hose
J.R. Pepper Electhc, Install Radio Master Box
Jim McQueen, Floor Stripping
Russell Phillips, Cutter Machines
Tamchar Inc., Parts
State of N.H., Dept. of Labor
Boiler Inspection




Surviairs w/case and extra cylinders
Stills Inc., Equipment
Kar Products Inc., Parts
Jim Trembly P & H, Furnace Repair
Static Refinishing Co., Paint Engine #4
Radio Shack, Telephones
Martin Sullivan, Re-imb. Material
Locke Office Products, Copier
R.K.B. Construction, Repairs
Sanel Auto Parts, Parts
Hydrants
Manchester Water Works, Hydrants
Insurance
N.H. Municipal Workers Comp. Trust, Insurance
Wageman Insurance, Bonds
Sadler-Marcotte Agencies, Insurance
N.H. Municipal Assoc, Insurance
Unemployment Compensation













































Report of the Town Clerk
January 1 , 1 987 to December 31 , 1 987
































Sander (86) Blade (87)





























Received from Tax Collector
Received from Town Clerk
Received from State of N.H.
Ottier Receipts
Total
Interest Earned (Net of Bank Charges)
Void Old Outstanding Checks
Total Receipts for 1987
Cash Balance 1/1/87





























































Sale of Town History
Sale of Voter List
Electrical Permit
Gravel Pit




1 988 - 89 School Warrants and Budgets
1986 - 87 Annual School Reports

OFFICERS
THE AUBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT








William Wood, Chairman Term Expires 1988
J. Herbert Tardiff Term Expires 1989
Alex Komaridis Term Expires 1990
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
David R. Cawley
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Kenneth Severson
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS
Anita Lambert - Kevin Eckerman
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE:
School Administrative Unit #15
90 Farmer Road





State of New Hampshire
School Warrant for Election of
Officers
To the Inhabitants of the School District, in the Town of
Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village
School in said district on the eighth day of March, 1 988, at
ten o'clock in the morning to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
The polls will remain open from ten o'clock In the
forenoon until seven o'clock in the afternoon and as much
longer thereafter as the voters of the school district, at the
beginning of the meeting may vote.
Given under our hands and seal at said Auburn,







Auburn School District Warrant
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the town of
Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village
School in said District on the 1 1th day of March, 1988, at




To hear the report of agents, auditors and committees or
officer chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further
action by the School District Meeting, money from the
state, federal or other governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the 1988-89
fiscal year provided that such expenditure be made for
purposes for which a School District may appropriate
money and that such expenditure not require the expend-
iture of other School District funds.
3. To see if the School District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Hundred Sixteen Thousand
Nine Hundred Eighty Five Dollars ($1 1 6,985.00) to fund
the cost items related to an increase in teacher's salaries
and benefits attributable to the latest Collective Bargaining
Agreement entered into by the Auburn School Board and
the Auburn Education Association for the fiscal year
1988-89, such sum of money representing the additional
costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits
over those obligations payable in the prior year Collective
Bargaining Agreement. (This is the first year of a two year
contract.) (This sum of money is included in the 1 988-89
budget.) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
4. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries and benefits for school district
officials and agents otherthan benefit and salary increases
to teachers, and for the payment of statutory obligations
of the District.










































































































































The school population in September 2, was 436 and when
school closed in June It was 443.
During the past school year the faculty worked on two
major curriculum areas. The Math Curriculum Committee
chaired by Mrs. Kupovics reviewed the existing Math Cur-
riculum and recommended a new program to be implemented
during the 1987-88 school year.
The Reading Curriculum Committee, chaired by Mrs.
O'Brien-Kramer, monitored the implementation of the new
reading curriculum and completed the curriculum guide
lines for each grade level. Next year we will focus on the
Social Studies Curriculum and on developing a substance
abuse program.
Only minor painting and repair projects were undertaken
during the past summer because of the building proposal
being presented to the community for the 1 987-88 school
year.
Our Gifted/Talented Program, Project Challenge, managed
and taught by Mrs. Metes, has continued to expand the
horizons for many students. This yearseveral students have
been learning French as a foreign language, while others
have developed level III projects that have had a positive
effect on their fellow students and oh senior citizens in
nursing homes.
The school P.T.A. has continued to be a positive influence
in the school. This past year they have assisted teachers
with special classroom projects and sponsored several
cultural arts activities for the students.
The Auburn Lioness have continued to sponsor the
Young Author's Program which has been effective in promoting
an interest in writing for students in the primary and
intermediate grades.
I want to commend the members of the Auburn Building
Committee for their efforts in completing a needs assessment
of the Auburn School District in the areas of curriculum and
building construction to meet the demands of our expandingour
educational system. Their recommendations on future
needs of the school district were extremely valuable in
assisting the School Board in making decisions regarding
the building proposal put before the voters in March.
As an educator I'm excited about the future. The challenge
in the next few years are many. If the community continues
to work together, we can continue to build a school system
we can all be proud of.
Graduation excercises were held on June 1 7, 1 987 with
fifty-nine students receiving diplomas. The guest speaker
was Michael Joseph, a former Auburn Village School music
teacher. Honor speakers were David Bienvenue, Geoffrey
Gibby, and Michelle Lord. Departmental Awards went to
Michelle Lord for Social Studies, David Bienvenue for
Science, Carrie Anthony for English. The Honor Students
Award went to Michelle Lord; PTA Most Improved to Melissa
Butts; Millie Preston Service Award to Rebecca Pinard; and
the AEA-Teachers Appreciation Award to Christine Komarldis.
I'd like to extend my thanks to the Auburn School Board,
the Superintendent of Schools, members of the community,
the school staff, the school volunteers, the Auburn Lioness,
and the Auburn P.T.A. for their efforts and support during the
past school year. The students in Auburn have benefited





At the March 1987 Auburn School District Meeting the
community was wise In passing a bond Issue by 83% which
was substantially more than the 2/3 vote required by law.
The School Board went through the New Hampshire School
Building Authority, which In effect Is a state guarantee for
50% of this project. This meant considerable savings to the
taxpayers as it pertained to the issues when bonds were
sold.
During the end of the 1 986-87 school year three modular
classrooms were under construction at the Auburn Village
School. These three classrooms were built to alleviate
overcrowding and will be In use until the approved addition
to the school Is constructed.
With the continued growth of the student population In
the Auburn School District, the actual space required for the
students Is one of several major concerns. Other Important
Issues to consider and plan ahead for Include adequate
staffing, educational programs, transportation, and school
lunch.
The Auburn School Board has been meeting on a weekly
basis to discuss modular classrooms and a new addition,
along with holding their regular School Board meetings.
The communities of Auburn, Candia, and Hooksett have
recently completed a five year master plan for the re-
certification of the staff members In the three districts. This
plan is usually entitled Staff Development Plans for Re-
certlflcatlon.
The Auburn Village School was honored this year when
Principal Raymond Bourque was recognized by Governor
Sununu as this year's outstanding elementary school principal
In New Hampshire. Principal Bourque, along with the
outstanding elementary school principals in each of the
other forty-nine states was Invited to Washington, D.C., as
the guest of the United States Secretary of Education,
William Bennett.
The Auburn School District provided special education
services to fifty-five students during the 1986-87 school
year, representing a 1 9.5% increase In educationally handi-
capped students served during the previous year. To
accommodate the increasing numbers a half-time resource
room teacher was added to the staff, sharing the present
classroom. Several students who required more restrictive
educational programs were placed out-of-district. We are
looking forward to the new facility so that we may provide
appropriate services to these students in Auburn.
I extend my thanks to the Auburn School Board members.
Principal Ray Bourque, all school staff members, and the





Annual Report of the
School Board Chairman
It is always a struggle to summarize an entire year in a
few short paragraphs, particularly in a year during which so
much has happened. The reports have a tendency, out of
necessity, to be pretty much matter-of-fact rather than
highlighting events that serve to Indicate the spirit and
vitality of the school system. We would like to deviate from
that routine this year and briefly touch upon both aspects.
Our school is truly a community resource and with the
expansion we should be able to provide more service to the
town in the future. Rarely is there an evening or weekend
when the gymnasium is not in use by one group or another,
and frequently classrooms are used for meetings by various
groups or committees in town. We can also be very proud of
our school volunteers who give generously of their time and
talents everyday; proud of our award winning, nationally
recognized PTA; and proud of our Principal, Mr. Bourque,
who was named the 1987 Elementary School Principal of
the Year in New Hampshire.
It Is not surprising that the 10 year bond issue for
expansion and renovation of the school received an 83%
vote in the affirmative at the Annual School District Meeting.
This Is clearly an indication that our community is serious
about the future of the educational program in Auburn. The
project involves 47,000 square feet divided between
expansion and renovation, which we hope will take us
through the next several years before we are faced with the
need to construct and additional facility. We are anxiously
awaiting the start of construction in April of 1988 and are
hopeful of meeting the projected completion date of August
1989.
Our school population does continue to grow but fortun-
ately, thus far, at a reasonable rate thanks to the town's
growth management plan. We all share the responsibility of
trying to plan and prepare for our future needs to avoid
finding ourselves in a position of having to react to problems
that have gotten out of control. Therefore, we will continue to
work with our planning committee as well as the various
town boards to set priorities to meet the increasing demands
for a variety of services as our town grows. We encourage
you to participate in that process by attending the Annual







Results of balloting at Auburn School district on March
10, 1987.
Alex Komaridis School Board Member for three years (462)
Respectfully submitted,
Marcia Trombly
Auburn School District Clerk
Auburn School
District Meeting
The Auburn School District meeting was called to order
at 8 p.m. on March 1 3, 1 987 by C. Donald Stritch, Moderator,
in the Auburn Village School Gymnasium.
Article I. To see if the school district will appropriate
$2,750,000 for the reconstruction, alterations and/or en-
largement of the school and purchasing necessary equipment
and furnishings. The following motion was made by Alex
Komaridis, and seconded by Ken Sanford:
I move that the District appropriate the sum of Two
Million Seven Hundred fifty Thousand (2,750,000) Dollars
for the reconstruction, alteration and/or enlargement of the
Auburn Village School and tor purchasing equipment and
furnishings of a lasting character in connection therewith;
that the School Board be authorized to raise this appropriation
by borrowing under the Municipal Finance Act and that the
School Board is authorized to contract for and expend any
federal and state aid available for the project or take all other
action necessary to carry out this vote.
Bruce Mason asked to add an amendment to Article I
stating that the borrowing is to be financed over a period of
not less than 15 years. Gene Thomas seconded the motion.
Alex Komaridis asked Mr. Mason to withdraw motion as this
could be covered in Article 6. Al Sampson asked why the
Articles as they appear in the town book do not exactly
correspond to the official warrant, and asked was this legal.
The moderator was asked to decide. He stated the article is
in the legal warrant. Mr. Mason withdrew the amendment to
article I and Mr. Thomas seconded.
Alex Komaridis explained the project which started over 3
years ago. Population growth projections, state evaluations
and state standards were presented and explained. The
school board felt that the most reasonable solution to the
space needs problem at the school is to add on to the
existing Auburn Village School structure. We will have to
build again in 7 to 10 years. He explained the expense of
another location with duplication of existing services.
Mr. Shackelton, Selectman expressed he was apprehensive.
He asked if the existing septic & water systems are adequate for
addition. He questioned the population growth estimates
presented and the relative advantages of an addition versus
a new school. He did not feel the cost would by that much
greater if a new school had to be built within 3 years. Mr.
Tardiff explained census information. Fifteen additional
children per year average. The cost difference of new
school versus addition was given. For a new school it would
cost approximately $4,600,000 and for addition $2,750,000.
Mrs. Davis asked how many students of the projected births
go to school at the Auburn Village School. Mr. Tardiff
explained that 1 0% do not attend the Auburn Village School
during the first three school years. Many other questions
were addressed.
Thomas Johnson, Architect explained that when the
addition is completed there will be 60,000 square feet
A 9
compared tothe existing 38,000. The septic system is being
monitored now and is adequate to take care of 650 students
and a staff. The septic and water systems can be added to if
necessary. There will be energy saving items added and
safety features also.
Bruce Mason asked that Article I be amended to state
that the borrowing be financed over a period of not less than
15 years. Mr. Thomas seconded. Mr. Thomas stated the
school board projections on growth seem to be in order. He
felt that the need fora second school in 7 to lOyearsisyetto
be decided. Mr. Kennedyfelt that the Board was making the
right decision to expand. He felt that an 8 to 1 year range
for financing is a better way to go. Marty Sullivan moved the
amendment. Seconded by Mr. Kennedy. Mr. Komaridis
asked again that the amendment not be made at that time,
stated that the Board will finance the borrowing for a period
which the voters feel is most reasonable. The vote on the
amendment was called for. The amendment did not pass.
Mrs. Davis asked the Board what they recommended for
the term of the bonds. They felt that 1 years is reasonable.
Michelle Langa moved the question on Article 1 . Mr. Burwen
seconded. Mr. Stritch explained that a 2/3 vote is necessary
for the Article to pass, and that the polls will be open 1 hour.
The polls were open from 9:55 to 10:55. The vote for
Article I: Yes - 225 No - 45
Article I passed.
Article II. The motion to accept as read was made by Herb
Tardiff and seconded by Mary Griffin. Mr. Head asked what
reports were we talking about. It was explained the one in
the town report. Mr. Eaton moved question. Article II
passed.
Article III. The motion to accept as read was made by
William Wood, Mr. Wilusz seconded. No discussion. Article
III passed.
Article IV. Herb Tardiff made motion to table article. Mr.
Vargas seconded. The article was tabled.
Article V. Alex Komaradis made motion to accept as read
and Mr. Kennedy seconded. ($56,754.00) Mr. Eaton moved
question. Article V passed.
Article Vl. Jerry Lacourse made motion to accept as read
$5,234,665 minus the 2,750,000 for the school addition.
Change amount requested to $4,427,911. Paul Sanford
seconded. Mr. Mason asked what terms the bond issue
would have. The figures quoted assued a 5 year bond issue.
Mr. Mason offered an amendment to the budget that the bond
issue be financed over a period of not less than 1 5 years. Mr.
Thomas seconded. Mr. Thomas felt that it is important to
consider the bond issue's effect on the tax rate, and that
there are other things that the town needs. Mr. Head felt that
an 8 year bond life was more reasonable. Ed Labore made
motion to move on the amendment. Mr. Anderson seconded. A
hand vote was taken: Yes - 36, No - 90, amendment did not
pass. Mr. Kennedy made an amendment to finance the bond
issue over a ten year period. Seconded by Mr. Martin. Mr.
Burwen moved question. Amendment for a 10 year bond
issue passed. Article V - $2,427,91 1 budget was increased
$9,625 to account for the increased interest payment due to
the change to a 1 year repayment schedule, the new total
is $2,437,536. Mr. Komaridis made motion to amend article
V to $2,437,536. Mr. Wood seconded. A vote on Article V
was called for $2,437,536. Article V passed.
Mr. Head made motion to adjourn meeting. Mr. Vargas





To the Members of the School Board
Auburn School District
Auburn, New Hmapshire
We have examined the general purpose financial state-
ments of the Auburn School District as of and for the year
ended June 30, 1 987, as listed in the table of contents. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly included such tests of
the accounting records and such other auditing procedures
as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial
statements referred to above do not include the General
Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which should be included to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets
Account Group is not know.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed
Asset Group of Accounts results in an incomplete present-
ation as explained in the above paragraph, the general
purpose financial statements referred to above present
fairly the financial position of the Auburn School District at
June 30, 1 987, and the results of its operations for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an
opinion on the general purpose financial statements taken
as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial
statements and schedule listed in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of
the Auburn School District. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the exam-
ination of the general purpose financial statements and, in
ouropinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation














































































































Social Studies, Grade 7 & 8
Grade 1







































Special Education Bus Driver




School Administrative Unit #15
Salaries
Fiscal Year 1986/87
Superintendent of Schools Salary Breakdown by District Share for the 1986/87 Fiscal
Year.
District Percentage Amount




Assistant Superintendent of Schools Salary Breakdown by District Share for the
1986/87 Fiscal Year.
District Percentage Amount







To the Superintendent of Schools, Principal, School
Board, and Auburn Citizens:
Vision tests were given to all 452 students.
Defects found - 14 Corrected - 7
Hearing tests: 452 Defects - 6 Corrected 6 (tubes)
Height and weights of all children were checked.
There were twenty-three children with a weight problem.
In the fall I will be setting up a Body Shop Program with the
V.N.A. which specifically meets the needs and interests of
young people. The Body Shop is a diet and exercise
program for girls and boys; small groups of students close in
age meet one evening perweek to learn weight control skills
with a registered dietitian, physical therapist and personal
growth leader.















Immunization Clinics are held every other month in the
Nurse's Office, 9-10 a.m., starting October 6, 1987.
Athletic Physicals 43
Scoliosis test on all students in grades 5-8.
Bureau of Dental Health, under the direction of Doris Bodi
and an assistant, checked teeth on students in grades 1-6
that signed up for the Fluoride Rinse Program, which we
have participated in for a number of years. It has been most
rewarding.
Cynthia Kilan, dental hygienist, cleaned andapplied fluoride
to 96 children in 4-8th grades.
Pre-School Registration was held for four days: March 30,
March 31, April 1, and April 2, 1987; with 71 children being
tested.




Sexually Transmitted Disease and Aids
Diabetic Equipment and Blood Testing
Nutrition
Alcohol Education for Teens
Missing Link
I wish to thank the principal, teachers, students, their








Cash on hand, July 1, 1986
Revenue from Federal Sources 8,647.00
Revenue from all other sources 32.369.18
Total Receipts
Total amount available for fiscal year
Less School Board orders paid











Addison Wesley Publ. Company
Advanced Logic Systems
American Journal of Nursing







AT & T Credit Corp.
Auburn Building Supplies
Auburn Computer Services




Award Emblem Mfg. Co., Inc.
Bain Pest Control Service
Bargain Book Preview
Battery Powered Lighting
Bank of New Hampshire
Bitz 'n' Bytes Computer Center




Britannica Home Library Service
Bumpa-Tel, Inc.
Burnham Brook Country School
California Computer Systems
Treas. Candia School District
Cannon Sports
Capitol Paint & Wallpaper, Inc.
Carri, Plodzik & Sanderson



















MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc.
City of Manchester
Mar-Don Printing Company
Marcel's Lock & KeyService
Medic Medical Instant Care
Charles E. Merrill Company
Merrimack School District
Modern Curriculum Press





National School Methods, Inc.
NASDSE
Margaret Neveu
N.E. League of Middle Schools
New England Telephone Company
N.H. Assoc. School Principals
Treas. State of NH-Labor Dept.
N.H. Music Educators Assoc.




Amoskeag Bank & Trust/NHSBIT
N.H. School Boards Association
N.H. School Transportation Asc
N.H. Water Supply Polution Ctr
Northeast Audio Visual, Inc.







A.W. Peller & Associates
J.W. Pepper & Sons, Inc.
J.R. Pepper Electric, Inc.
Auburn Petty Cash Account
Treas., Pinkerton Academy
Portsmouth Paper Company
Programs for Education, Inc.
Promaco
Psychological Corporation
Public Service Co. of NH
QSP Inc.






Nashua School District #42
Scholastic Magazines
School Health Supply Company
Scott Foresman & Company
514.38
Auburn Village School Enrollment Report
1987 1988
Grade Total
18 81 55 49 50 48 54 43 57 455
NOTE: Enrollment based on September statistics reported to


































































First Vice President Carrie Anthony












Flower Boy and Girl




Summary of Tax Warrants - January 1 , 1 987 to December 31 , 1 987
DEBITS











Interest on Delinquent Taxes:
Property Taxes


















Summary of Tax Sale Accounts - January 1 , 1 987 to December 31 , 1 987
DEBITS
Unredeemed Taxes - January 1 , 1 987
Tax Sale of May 28, 1987
Bad Checks Returned
Interest and Costs After Sale
Total Debits
1986 1985 1984 1983
$11,967.33 $25,950.55 $ 92.86
$57,911.89
263.62
1,173.99 1,776.07 3,285.92 1,359.65










$29,345.76 $ 8,589.66 $23,507.27 $ 92.86
1,173.99 1,776.07 3,285.92 1,359.65
69.02
28,497.11 3,377.67 2,706.90 .00




Balance on Hand 1/1/87 $ 8,514.70
Received from Trust Funds 608.33
Received from Wilbur Black 1 5.00
Sale of Lot and
Perpetual Care (Emery) 500.00
Received from Town 700.00











Balance on Hand 12/31/87
Amoskeag Bank (Savings)
Amoskeag Bank (Checking)













January 1, 1987 - December 31, 1987
Bank Balances January 1 , 1 987:
Merchants National Bank $5,701.95
Numerica Savings Bank 1,964.19
Amoskeag Savings Bank 760.83
Total Beginning Bank Balance
Funds Received:
New Lots - Richard Shackelton 1 ,000.00
New Lots - Cedric Davis 500.00
Receipts from Trust Funds:
Amoskeag Savings 2,136.41
Interest Income:
Merchants National Bank 290.77
Amoskeag Savings Bank 93.33





Total of Beginning Bank
Balances and Receipts
Funds Paid Out:
Mar 31 Orrin H. Chase
(Cemetery Supplies) $ 45.00
Jun 18 Orrin H.Chase
(Cemetery Work) 65.00
Jul 22 Manchester Memorial
(Cemetery Work) 75.00
Aug 4 AAA Machine Co.
(Sounding Rod) 18.00
Oct 10 Orrin H.Chase
(Flag and Supplies) 24.20
Nov 5 Estate of
Susan R. Chambers
(Refund of payment for
burial lot) 600.00
Dec 30 Paula Marzloff
(Cemetery Work) 1,525.00
Dec 31 Town of Auburn 2,352.20
Total Disbursements
Bank Balances - December 31 , 1987:
Merchants National Bank 3,705.52
Numerica Savings Bank 4,259.35
Amoskeag Savings Bank 2,354.16










Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets on demand at the Town Hall. Request for a hearing are made to the
Zoning Officer. During 1 987 the Board held 44 hearings, 40 being for Variances, 3 for Special Exceptions, and 1
Appeal from the Administrative Decision. The hearings are open to the public, are posted and advertised in the
Manchester Union Leader. Minutes of the meetings are posted at the Town Hall for public review.




MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Irving Lunnie, Chairman








ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 1987 CASES
86-46
87-24 James and Kim Jennings
87-25
The Office of Planning Board
in the Town of Auburn
In 1 987, the Auburn Planning Board heard 42 cases, which resulted in 1 Residential Subdivisions and 45
individual lots and 1 Commercial Subdivision and 2 individual lots. The Board also approved 3 Lot Line
Adjustments, 1 3 Commercial Site Plans, 3 Excavation Permit Renewals and 1 Utility Substation Approval. A
new member, Peter Martin, was appointed to the Board this year.
In the fall, the Planning Board reviewed and ammended the Capital Improvements Program with members
of other town boards. The major capital improvements which the Board identified were the replacement of the
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department pumper truck and a rescue vehicle, a new unit for the incinerator and
improvements to Rattlesnake, Calef, Dearborn, Pingree and Bunker Hill Roads.
The Planning Board is proposing a number of additions and ammendments to the Zoning Ordinances. The
most significant changes are:
1. To reinstate the Town's Growth Management Plan
2. To redefine wetlands and require that all septics must be 125 feet from such
wetland
3. Require a buffer in cluster development which is 20% of the average width of the
lot
4. Give an incentive to developers who create a cluster development without filling
wetlands
5. To provide that where a lot lies in two zoning districts that the district which
contains 80% of the lot shall apply
6 To rezone a
6. To rezone a portion of land on Old Candia Road from C-2 to R-1
7. To rezone a portion of land on Chester Road/Bunker Hill Road from R-2 to C-2
8. To adopt a new building permit fee schedule
MEMBERS OF THE AUBURN PLANNING BOARD
Russell Sullivan, Chairman
C. Stoney Worster, Vice-Chairman





Robert Sanborn - Alternate
Peter Martin - Alternate
Robyn-Le Kohut - Secretary
Residential Subdivision
Mr. Harold Towne - Off Buttonwood Drive-6 Lots
Mr. Nick Shakra - Off Chester Road - 3 Lots
Mr. Harold Towne - Off Buttonwood Drive - 6 Lots
Mr. Richard Beck - Off Sagharbor Drive - 5 Lots
Mr. Joseph Hujar - Off Hooksett Road - 1 Lot
Mr. Stephen Hoitt - Off Chester Road - 3 Lots
Mr. Dana Wood - Off Bunker Hill Road - 4 Lots
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Desmarais - Off Maple Farm Road - 1 Lots
Mr. Harold Towne - Off Chester Turnpike - 2 Lots
Commercial Subdivisions
Mr. Gerald McNeil - Off Route #28 By-Pass - 2 Lots
Lot Line Adjustments
Lucille Titcomb - Off Spofford Road
Mr. Gary Burwen - Off Bunker Hill Road
Kerry Long - Off Pond View Drive
Cluster Developments
Mr. Bruce Merrill - Pingree Hill Road
Mr. Dana Wood - Hooksett Road
Excavation Permit Renewals
Mr. Daniel Carpenter - Off Chester Turnpike
Manchester Water Works - Off Dearborn Road
Garabedian & Sons - Off Birch Road
Site Plan Reviews
Bedford Books - Off Route #28 By-Pass
Manchester Foundations - Off Route #28 By-Pass
Dana Patterson - Off Wellington Road/Old Candia Road
Best Build Realty Trust - Off Route #28 By-Pass
Mr. Ralph Daniels - Off Priscilla Lane
Mr. Louis Antonnucci - Off Route #28 By-Pass
Manchester Motor Freight - Off Priscilla Lane
Michael and Denise Fowler - Off Route #28 By-Pass
Mr. David Scarpetti - Off Wellington Road
Mr. Frank Hobbs - Off Route #121
Mr. Tom Hebert - Off Route #121
Mr. Gerry Fennell - Off Priscilla Lane
Mr. James Graham - Off Rattlesnake Hill Road
32
Report of the Southern
New Hampshire Planning Commission
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission offers a wide variety of services, resources and
technical assistance to all towns that are due-paying members of the Commission. A professional planning staff,
assisted by consultants in certain specialized fields for which the Commission is unable to employ a full-time
staff, work under the direction of your representatives to the Commission in developing and carrying out
planning programs that require regional perspective as well as which pertain to your community.
Local planning assistance requests are normally made by the Planning Board and/or the Board of Selectmen
of your town based on your local priorities. However, certain general studies, notifications or acquisition of
resources that are deemed essential for all member municipalities of the Commission are also conducted with
the concurrence of the Commission.
Services that were performed for the Town of Auburn during the past year are as follows:
1. Updated the town base map in the scale of 1" — 1000';
2. Provided testimonies to the House and Senate committees of the 1 987 session of the General
Court on the HB 324, 1 92-FN-A, 58, 68, 231 , and 381 ; and SB 52. These bills pertain to planning
and zoning issues;
3. Updated the monograph for the Town of Auburn;
4. Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series, to which Auburn officials were invited;
5. At the request of the Board of Selectmen, provided an engineering solution to correct the
safety deficiency at Wellington Road/Candia Road intersection; and
6. Provided materials on how to prepare and the basis for developing impact fees.
Auburn's Representatives to the Commission are:
Mr. C. Stoney Worster
Mr. Eugene Thomas
Mr. Donald Marzloff - Alternate
Executive Committee Member: Mr. Eugene Thomas










40 to Commercial Builders '
5 to Home-Owner Builders
3 rebuilds of Fire Destroyed Structures
j
















7 Second Floor Additions/Completions
7 Septic System Replacements
27 Swimming Pools
6 Solar Rooms
Donald Graves, Building Inspector/Zoning Officer
Report of the
Conservation Commission
Auburn's Conservation Commission has seen an increase
In public awareness of the environment over its three years
existence. This is not surprising since the Town, during the
same period, has experienced an enormous increase in
growth. Two important issues which affect our quality of life
require actions by the residents: (1 ) Prevent Groundwater
Pollution — At the prices paid for land there is no wonder
that developers are intent on maximizing the number of
buildings which can be constructed on each subdividable
tract of land. Unfortunately, water pollution can result from
not maintaining a setback distance (buffer) from environ-
mentally sensitive areas; for example, locating septic systems
and buildings too near non-compatible locations, like streams
and wetlands. Moreover, maintenance of septic systems in
Auburn is very important because groundwater serves as
the drinking water source. People seldom realize that
household toxics materials discharged into their drains can
migrate from the septic system and pollute the groundwater
supply. Contaminated groundwater can cause very serious
health problems so protect your family and neighbors health
through prevention programs!
(2) Conservation Land — The growth Auburn has been
experiencing has forced us to identify future needs for
conservation. The Town owns no conservation land, property
with deed restrictions to keep the land open for future
generations to enjoy in its natural state. If the present trand
continues, the Town wil find itself without public lands
suitable for passive recreation and wildlife in a very few
years. Moreover, purchasing conservation land will become
more difficult as land prices continue to increase. A state
supported land conservation program created in 1987,
Trust for New Hampshire Lands, can assist qualifying towns
with the purchase of restrictions on future development
rights to open tracts, such as existing farms and forest land
which have unique natural habitats. The program will provide
matching funds. One-half the land appraisal value must be
paid by private and public funds from the town applying for
the land Trust funds. Of course, the funds will buy less land
as land prices continue to increase. The Conservation
Commission has placed a Warrant Article before the Town
Meeting for establishing a mechanism for collection of





The Visiting Nurse Association is celebration it's 90th
Anniversary during 1 987 by pledging to continue its tradition of
exceptional caring for all the community's residents. VNA
services have been provided to the residents of Auburn
since 1965. VNA home care and comunity health services
are provided through its affiliates:
VNA Home Health Services, Inc. is ivledicare and Medicaid
certified provides skilled nursing care; physical, occupational
and speech therapies; nutrition counseling and medical
social services; certified home health aides; Hospice care
for the terminally ill; and long term care for the elderly and
the handicapped. Payment for service includes health
insurances, and private payment. Fees are explained to our
patients at the first visit to the home and forthose unable to
pay the usual fees, adjustments can be made on an individual
basis.
VNA Community Services, Inc. provides free Immunization
Clinics for all age groups monthly and Free Blood Pressure
screening clinics. Foot Care clinics are held monthly at our
1 94 Concord Street office by appointment and blood pressure
checks are done w/eekdays from 1 :30 - 4:00 p.m. Occupational
Health programs are provided to business and industries on
site. Parent-Child Health Services include the Teenage
Pregnancy Program, and the Parent-Baby (ad) Venture
Program for children at risk of abuse and neglect, The Body
Shop-Teen Weight Control Program, and the Child Care
Connection for child care providers.
VNA Personal Services, Inc. provides private duty nurses,
home health aides, homemakers, companions, personal
care assistants and child care in the home.
Town appropriations, grants. United Way allocation and
donations are a vital part of the funds that help to defray the
cost of unpaid services. Representative of the town of


































Auburn Volunteer Fire Dept.
Rescue Calls
73 In-House











There were 212 calls in 1987; 90 fire calls and 122
medical calls.
The number of emergency calls increased almost seven
percent in 1 987. As the town of Auburn grows, so does the
need for updated fire and rescue apparatus. The department is
looking to purchase a new fire truck and rescue vehicle to
keep pace with the rapid growth of this town. Public support
is needed at the town meeting.
The fire department has state certified firefighter instructors
who conducted a four month course attended by ten Auburn
fire personnel and others from surrounding towns. The
emergency medical technician instructor conducted a four
week refresher course. The GPR instructors offered courses
to the public and recertified the rescue personnel. Several
fire fighting drills were held for training and testing equipment.
The smoke trailer was again in Auburn and survivair training
was conducted. The Auburn Fire Department is proud to
have many on the volunteer staff as certified firefighters and
emergency medical technicians with advanced technique
certifications.
The fire station on Wilson's Crossing Road was completed
in late spring and apparatus was moved to Station One,
providing coverage for the west side of Auburn. An open
house was held in October and was well attended by the
townspeople.
New equipment in the fire department include a trailer on
which the generator has been mounted, new fire gear,
rescue equipment and tools to stock the new firestation.
The fire department sponsored two dances, a fund
raising drive, fire prevention week, green burn and participated
in the Olde Home Days celebration. The firemen administer
to the smooth running of the departmental matters and
policies, maintain all the fire and rescue apparatus, maintain
both fire stations besides what time is spent in community
service. Many man hours are logged in volunteer service to
the town of Auburn. Monies earned through fundraisers and
donations are invested in new equipment and items for the
fire department. Contributions are appreciated.
The firemen and women are dedicated people who
donate time and skills to the town of Auburn. They endeavor
to provide the best fire and medical protection possible.
When reporting an emergency, stay calm, speak clearly
and remain on the telephone until the dispatcher has all the
necessary information.
Emergency Phone Number: 483-2521




Report of The Town
Forest Fire Warden
The two leading causes of forest fire are children playing
with matches and fires kindled without the written permission
of the Forest Fire Warden. With public support, both causes
are preventable.
Written permission must be obtained in order to legally
start a fire outside when the ground is not snow covered.
Permits can be obtained from the Warden on the day of the
burn and are issued only when conditions promote safe
burning. An open fire should never be left unattended.
There were no notable brush or forest fires again in 1987
in the town of Auburn. Please continue to help forest fire
officials with fire prevention.
Forest Fire Statistics - 1987












Births Registered in the Town of Auburn, N.H
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1 987
Date of Birth
Oct 22 Crystall Lynn Bryant
Nov 1 Raymond Paul Levesque, Jr.
Nov 14 William Anthony Byrne, Jr.
Nov 23 Stephanie Kate Mozdzen
Nov 25 Justin Andrew Linxweiler
Nov 30 Justin Michael Polanik
Dec 12 Kristopher Scott Lambert
Dec 1 5 Lauren Marie Vanni
Dec 25 Justin James Foskitt





















I certify that the above is correct, according to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk
38
Marriages Registered in the Town of Auburn, N.H.
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1987
Date Groom's Name Groom's Residence Bride's Name Bride's Residence
Jan 4 Craig R. White, Sr.
Jan 10 Russell A. Pelletler
Feb 8 Pericles G. Chaloge
Feb 14 Donald A. Panzieri
Feb 14 Steven M. Johnson
Feb 14 Elton L. Sandow, III
Feb 28 William J. White
Mar 6 Brian S. Thomas
Mar 7 Larry W. Eaton
Mar 21 Steven C. Hobbs
Mar 28 Albert J. Lewandowski
Apr 4 Michael R. Chevrette
Apr 4 Bradford S. Key
May 16 Daniel C. Plante
May 29 Carl A. Panzieri
Jun 20 Roy E. Mooreside
Jun 27 Peter H. Schmidt
Jun 27 David A. Mozdzen
Aug 8 Daniel T. Dobe
Aug 8 Richard Guinesso
Sep 5 Scott K. Ford
Sep 18 Thomas C. Sopel
Sep 26 Robert A. Mailhiot, Jr.
Sep 26 Jeffrey P. Butterworth
Oct 3 David L. Duso
Oct 3 Robert F. Batchelder
Oct 10 Arthur G. Breton
Nov 14 David D. Hemeon III
Nov 29 Andrew/ G. Bresnahan
Dec 4 Raymond R. Gallant






























































































I certify that the above is correct, according
to the best of my know/ledge and belief.
Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk
39
Deaths Registered in the Town of Auburn, N.H.






































































































I certify that the above is correct, according
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk
40
Property Valuation
4B4TE,PAUL JR £ PAULA A
ABBOTT, THOMAS MICHAEL
&CKLEY,?ARL C JR G MARGARET C
ADAMS, LEROY H C LYOtA E
AOKINS, ROBERTA M
ALLAIN, DONALD J
ALLAROf ERNEST t PATRICIA
ALLARD, ERNEST G £. PATRICIA
ALLARO, RACHEL
ALLARD, ROGER £ SJSAN
ALLEN HEIRS, ELMER
ALLEN, DORIS
ALLEN, JOHN ^ L ALMA F




ANDERSON, CARL & BERNICE
ANDERSON, DAVID t, SUSAN H





















ANDERSON, WI LLIAM H III (. DEBORAHLB
ANDREW d PARODI LB
ANDREWS L JOHNSON LB
ANOPUS, JAMES R LB
ANGL IN, JOSEPH V C BRENDA L LB
ANTHONY, JOHN J C ELAINE T LB
ANTONUCCI, LOUIS A (, LISA R LB
ARBOGAST, ALLEN LB
ARMSTRONG, MICHAEL E L SHARON E LB
ARNDT, THOMAS E t CAROLYN T LB
ARNi^IELD, ROBERT M £ JAMIE L LB
ARNIERI .FRANCIS A C MAUREEN S LAND
4RVANIT IS, DANIEL G £ LOPI J LB
ASADOOP IAN, GEORGE £ PATRICIA LP
AUBURN PINES TENNIS CLUB INC LAND
AUBURN VOL FIRE DEPT TCWN
AUSTIN, LYLE W £ BARBARA M LB
AVEDISI AN, ARAM G £ KATHLEEN M LB
&VILA, DENNIS A £ PATRICIA J LB
AYOTTE, DAVID £ VICTORIA A LB
BABCOCK,KEV IN £ KATHLEEN LB
BABIN, STEPHEN C £ JUNE A LB
BAILEY, PHIL IP C £ ELAINE LB
BAKER, JOHN R £ LIGAYA N LB
BALDYGA.JOHN £ NELLIE LAND
B&LLERl NI, THOMAS F JR £ MARIANNELB
8AL0N, MICHAEL S £ IRIS LB
BANKS, NEIL A C MARILYN R LB
BANTIS £ CAREY LAND
B4RANUSKIE, BEVERLY A LB
BARBUSH,JOHN £ COLLEEN LB
BARIBEAU, RICHARD £ JANE LB
BARIL, ROBERT A £ SHIRLEY M LB
BARMBY.MARK D £ ANGELA M LB
BARNETT , ROBERT J £ KATHLEEN M LB
BAROODY, BENJAMIN C £ KPISTINE D LB
BAROOOY,JOHN J £ EDITH A LB
BARRETT HEIRS, SUSAN £ GUY LAND
BARRETT, MALCOLM £ JUDITH C LAND
BARPIGER.STANL EY LB
BARRY, JOHN P £ DONNA M LB
8ARTLETT, CONSTANCE J LB
BARTLETT,ETTA £ RICHARD L LB
8ARTLEY , JONATHAN H £ SUSAN LB
BASSETT ET AL, THOMAS P LB
BAUER, ARTHUR L £ ANN C LB
BEAUCHESNE, RAYMOND £ MARALYN LB







































































































BEER, DENNIS D £ BRENDA M
BELANGER £ SULLIVAN
8ELANGER,JEAN F £ EUGENIA H
BELANGER, ROBERT A £ LOUISE M
atL lVtAU,KlLHARiJ K £ LULILLt L
BELL, RAYMOND J £ CAROL A
BELL, ROBERT H £ PAULINE M
BELMAIN, ROBERT £ CAROL A
BENSON, JEFFREY W £ DEBORAH A
BENTON, BARBARA
BERDAHL .ROBERT £ VIRGINIA
BERGERON, JOSEPH P £ RUTH A
BERGIN, WILL I AM £ DIANE E
BERNAICHE, LLEWELLYN £ DORO'fHY
BERNIER, RICHARD L £ MAPTHA A
BERNIER, WILFRED
BERRY, DR CLYDE <=
BETTS, FREDERICK £ IRENE A
BI EDERMAN, RALPH £ FRANCES
BIELE, ALICE RIVARD
BIENVENUE, LEONARD £ JACQUELINE
BIGG, PATRICK F £ SUSAN P £ NANCY
BILOTTA, RICHARD A £ THELMA J
BLACK, BRUCE L II
BLACK, THOMAS B £ IRENE
BLAIS,LEO P £ KATHRYN
BLAKE £ CHESTNEY
BLAKE, THELMA D
BLAKE, WILLIAM £ ARLENE
BLAKEY, CHR ISTOPHER P d MALINDA J




BllLEAU, MICHAEL L £ DONNA L
BOISVERT £ LUCE
BOISVERT,RPNAL D JR £ PAULA J
BGLDUC £ LAVOIE
BOLDUC, DR RAYMOND
90LDUC, RAYMOND N £ REGGY C
BOLDUC, RICHARD £ CLAUDETTE
BORPEAU, BRADLEY M £ JUDITH E
BOSLEY, DONALD L £ HOLLY M
BOSTON £ MAINE R R
BOSTON £ MAINE R R
BOSTON £ MAINE R R
BOSTON £ MAINE R R
BOUCHAR D,MARK W £ JACQUELINE A
BOUCHER, CARRIE E
BOUCHER, NOR MAN R £ BONNIE L
B3UCHER, WILLIAM" P £ ELEANOR R
BOULANGER,MAUR ICE A £ YVONNE B
BOURGEO IS, HENRY £ JOAN P
B3UPNIVAL, DAVID D £ KATHY
BOUROUE
,
ALBERT A £ YVONNE
BOURQUE ALBERT 4 £ YVONNE
BOUTIL I ER,RnBERT G £ SANDRA T
BOWEN, BRIAN E £ ALLISON D
BOYD-R0BFHTSON,WILLI AM
BREAULT,GILL IS E
BREAULT ,GILL IS ^
BREAULT , JAM^S L £ LINDA M
8REAULT , JAMES L £ LINDA M
BREAULT,LUC RLE R
BREEN, ROBERT S £ VICKI L
BRETON, ARTHUR
BREUER, JOHN P £ AL ICE J
BRIDGE, JASON K £ DEBORA A
3R lEN, DAVID
8RIEN, MICHAEL P £ ELIZABETH ANNE
BRIEN, PHIL I P E £ PATRir I4
BRIEN, PHILIP E £ PATRICIA
BRISSETTE £ PAIGLE INC
LAND
BRISSETTF £ D4IGLE INC LAND
BRISSETTE, RAYMOND £ MAP Y F LP
BRISSON HEIRS, ROBERT £ PAULINE LAND
9RISS0N HEIRS, ROBERT G PAULINE LB
BRISSON, THOMAS C SHEILA M LR
BROBST, MICHAEL B £ SUSAN G LB
BRODSKYf HOWARD LB
BROOKS, DONALD P & CHARLOTTE a lB
BROOKS. RICHARD C LB
BROWN, JAMES B C NANCY C LB
BROWN, STANLEY £ LILLIAN LB
BROWN, THOMAS C £ KATHLEEN J LB
BROWN, W ILLI AM S £ JOAN N LB
BRUNELL I, MICHAEL F £ BR ENDA J LB
BRUSO, BERNARD £ SHEILA H LB
oki'mhT, KOdEkT a £ PcGGV Ar>*N L WH
BRYANT, ROBERT A £ PEGGY ANN LB
BUBERT, HERBERT A JR £ PATRICIA A LB
BUCK, DONALD T £ MARION C LAND
BUNNELL .DOUGLAS £ SUZANNE LB
BURGESS , HOWARD C £ MARILYNN E LB
BURNAP, JEFFREY C £ ELAINE A LB
BURNS, MARK F £ DONNA M LB
BUSA, DANIEL £ MAPJORIE LB
BUSTA,R ICHARD D LB
BUTLER, HAVEN K £ ELINOR T LB
BUTTRICK,FPED E £ JACQUELINE L LB
BUTTS, ARTHUR E JR £ NANCY E LB
BUTTS, JAMES C JR £ PATRICIA A LB
BYRNE, WILLI AM A JR £ JANET M LB
CABPAL £ ANTUL LB
CABRAL. FRANK J £ BARBARA A LB
CALDWELL. JOHN B LAND
CALDWELL. JOHN B LAND
CAMERON, KURT J £ JENNIFER A LB
CAMP CARPENTER TRUSTEES EXMT
C ANDIA, TOWN OF TCWN
CANEDY, DAVID A £ KATHPYN A LB
CANN, SARAH F LB
CARBONE, EVERETT L JR £ SUSAN L LB
CARIGNAN £ CAISSE LAND
CARIGNAN £ CAISSE LAND
CARIGNAN, ACHILLE LAND
CARIGNAN, ACHILLE C LAND
CARLEY £ OFLAHAVAN LB
CARLEY, ROBERT F £ DEBRA LEE LB






CARLUCCI,OfiNA J £ JOCELYN
CARO, NELSON A £ LINDA M
CARON, GREGORY F £ NANCY A
CARON, MICHAEL £ ANN C







CARPENT ER. DOROTHY J
CARTER. HERBERT
CASE, MITHCLELL J
CASEY. OIANNE £ WALLACE
CASEY, WALLACE
CASPER, RICHARD F £ CAROL
CASSIDY, RONALD S £ SUSAN K
CAVANAUGH, WILL 1AM M £ MARILYN
CAVICCHI, ROBERT V £ FRANCES E
CECHETT I, JOSEPH £ DIANE
CHABOT, DENIS J £ ALICE E
CHALOGES, SOCRATES £ MABEL

























CHAMBERS, JOHN G II £ ELIZABETH ALB
CHAMPAGNE, HARVEY £ MARJORIE LB
CHAMPAGNE, MARCEL £ DEBORAH LB
CHAN, TOM W £ ROSA C LAND
CHANG,
R
ICHARD K £ GAIL A LB
CHAPBONNEAU,DAVI D £ DENISE LB
CHAREST.BRl AN C £ CATHLEEN M LB
CHASE, CHARLES £ DONNA LB
CHASE, CHRISTINE LB
CHASE, DENNIS L £ LEF ANN LB
CHASE, L AWRENCE H £ BEVERLY LB




















































































CHASE, ORRIN H £ MARJORIE
CHASE, ORRIN H £ MARJORIE P
CHATAL I AN £ CRAMER
CHERKOWSKI , JOHN R £ MURIEL f
CHESTNEY. LINDA J
CHLOROS, ARI STOTLE £ JOYCE
CHLOROS, ARI STOTLE £ JOYCE
CHLOROS. ARI STOTLE A £ JOYCE
CHRISTI E. ALOIS J JR
CHRISTOPHER .STEPHEN J £ CINDY J




















CLARK, FRANK £ LEONE
CLARK, STEPHEN £ JANET
CLEARY.GENE £ VENETA
CLEARY.GENE J £ VENETA
CLEARY.GENE J £ VENETA P










CLOUGHERTY, JAMES K £ HELEN P
CLOUTIER, ROBERT A
CLOW, RALPH E £ SUSAN
CLOW, VICTOR £ NANCY
CLOW, VICTOR F jH t SUSAN A
COAKLEY.DAN lEL J SR £ DALE
COCHRAN. LILLIAN K
COCO, STEPHEN £ DIANE
COHN, PETER S £ CAROL R
COLBY, RAYMOND W £ HELEN A
COLLINS, ETHEL M £ MARIE T
COMBS, DONALD M £ LURLINE C
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
CONNEALLY, MICHAEL J £ BARBARA K
CGNNELL Y £ SHEAR ER
CONNOR, DARLENE L
CONNOR, "FRANCIS B £ LAURETTA
CONWAY. PAUL £ NANCY
COOPER, GRAEME £ SUSAN
COOPER, WILL lAM G III £ LAUREL P
COOPER, WILL lAM G JR
COOPER, WILLIAM G JR
COPPOLA, GARY A £ LYNN M
CORDANO. CATHLEEN S
COREY. MICHAEL J £ SUSAN W
COREY. PAUL J JR £ RITA E
CORNETT , JARLENE M
CORUTH, DENNIS £ STEPHANIE
COTE £ AOAMI
COTE, EDWARD £ CHRISTINE L
COTE, EDWARD B £ BARBARA A
COTE, JENNETH G
COTE, WILLIAM F £
COUGHLAN.WILLIA-I




COUTINHO, JOHN £ GAIL
COUTINHO, MARIE
COUTURE, ALAIN £ DIANE A
PATRICIA H
J £ JUDITH H
KIM J
LB
COVERiRftYMONO D t, CYNTHIA M
E^ERY.AMNJA r
EMERY, ANNA '
EMERY, CARL L L 'i








!=ALK, BARRY £ MAR









^ ICEK, CLARA W
EICEK, DONALD J £
=ICFK, JOSEPH A U
^ILLIS, PETER J L














=0551 4N0, ALAN J
^OURN I FR, HENRY P
FOUPNIER, NORMAN

















R C DOROTHY M
C<AY
J





p C ELIZABETH M
E D (, MARK P
& DANIEL L
t P4TR IC I 4 E
L 4RLFNE M





E £ MARGARET J
CONSTANCE I
P G BPFNOA M


























GALVIN, VINC ENT G MA
GALVIN, VINC ENT G MA




GAMACHE.LOU IS A G L
GANSHIRT, ROBERT F
GARABEDI4N ET AL , J A
GARABFDIAN ET ALS,C
GARABEDIAN,.CHAS P P
GARABi^D IAN, JACK G C
GAR&BED I AN, JACK G C
G4RABFD I \N,,JAr K G C
GAR Af'.Fn [ M\, v^ PON I' A
GAR DM' ' G AN'Tt u-^"rj
GAPDN' " , r' MM V G 'iF
GARL AN'l , k! MN; T H .1 J
G^RON, ril/ A H( T M A G
GARON, ' M.' A I'M H 'S f,
GAR ON, I' Hi I IP n \ I i
GARCN, R I rilAPM i, (, I
iAPF IS IN,' LI 'N S



























































































































































































GUYfTHOMiS P L MARY R LP 105100
H&CKLER.IVfiH & ROSAMONO LB 94200
HALE, EDWIN (. OLIVE M LB 113500
HALES, ARTHU'' J C ANN LB 130400
HALLSTROM,WM C LB 97700
HAMILTON f. WEED LB 1159U0
HAMILTON, JOHN H £ COLLEEN A LB 108500
HANDYSIDE t HESELTON LB 62200
HANLEY, PATR ICIA M LANO 29300
HANLON, MITCHELL 8 L KATHLEEN LAND 28000
HANNAFORO, ERNEST J £ HELENA LB 113300
HANNAPORO, RAYMOND W t CHRISTINE LB 93900
HANSCDMB.ER ANCIS A LB 137200
HARNUM, ROBERT G t LILYAN LB 81500
HARNUM, ROBERT G JR LB 700U0
HARON CORPORATHN LAND 28000
HARON CORPORATION LAND 28000
HARON CORPORATION LAND 28200
HARRIS, CHRISTOPHER L L ELLEN D LB 78700
HARRIS, EILEEN LB 108300
HARP IS, EVA LB 93000
HARTFORD, ROBERT H t JEANNFTTE R LB 1515UO
HARWOOD HEIRS, RUTH E LB 80100
HASELTON.DANA LB 177500
HASHEM, THOMAS P (, DIANE LB 110800
HASKINS, WARREN £. ESTHER LB 98900
HEAD, GREGORY A 6 OEBORA F LB 127600
HEAOD, JAMES F £ LORRAINE M LB 10340Q
HEALD, EMERSON C £ MARION S LB 6800
HEALD, EMERSON C £ MARION S LB 141000
HEALY.JOHN J £ JUDY R LB 87700
HEALY, THOMAS P JR £ PATRICIA H LB 115700
HEBERT £ ROBICHAUD LAND 30000
HEBERT, FRANCIS E £ MARIE A LB 83100
HEBERT, MARC A £ MARIE V LB 116900
HEBERT, THOMAS J £ CYNTHIA A LB 135100
HECKETHORNE, RUSSELL L 6 PAULINE LB 58200
HEOOER IG, KENNETH £ DEBORAH BLDG 49800
HEIBERG, EDWARD T 6 KATHLEEN M LB 121600
HEIDER,PAUL F JR £ LINDA LB 110200
HENDERSON, CURTIS J JR £ CLARE A LB 112100
HENDERSON, FREDERICK LB 97600
HENLEY, MITCHELL P £ PAMELA S LB 79400
HENRY, JACKSON M £ CONSTANCE R LB 103600
HERBERT £ HANLEY LB 101200
HERLIHY.KEFRY £ RACHEL LB 101900
HERPICK, DAV 10 A £ MARTHA A LB 95500
HERSEY, FLORENCE LB 186100
HESELTON, BRIAN H £ HOWARD E LB 101600
HESELTON, HOWARD E LB 93400
HESELTON, HOWARD E LAND 7000
HESELTON, VI VIAN LB 78800
HEYMANS, GLENN P £ DEBORAH ANNE Y LB 129200
HIGGINS, JOSEPH R £ PAULINE D LB 131500
HILL, HARRY B £ JUNE LE 128700
HILLS £ BANKS LB 65400
HILLSGROVE, LINWOOO E £ DALE R LAND 97900
HINKLE £ BROWN LAND 28000
HINKLEY , RICHARD B £ MAPY ANN LB 107900
HITCHEN, WARREN £ LILY E LB 83400
HITES, MICHAEL P £ JEANNE M LAND 64400
HOBBS, FRANK F £ JANICE E LB 103600
HOBBS, STEVEN C LB 116800
HOBSON, MERRILL £ BARBARA C LB 98100
HOFFACKER.DALE E £ JANET A LB 114100
HOITT, STEPHEN F LB 125400
HOLDEN, STEPHEN G £ KATHLEEN M LB 74300
HOLLEN, JOSEPH W £ SUN HEE LB 106400
HOLMES, ROBERT L £ DENISE M LB 159500
HOOD, LINDA A LAND 42500
HOOPER, LEONARD R £ CAROL A LB 90900
H0PI0N,SYLVIO W £ MURIEL LB 119200-
HORNE, ALBERT P £ JOYCE LB 155700
HOWARD, ETHAN V III £ LYNNE LB 167300
HOWELL , BARBARA LB 86000
HOWELL, CHARLES H £ JACALYN A L MH 63800
HR INCHUK,R AYMONO A £ DONNA M LB 91900
HRYCUNA,PHILLI P M £ CHRISTINE W LB 114400
HUJAP, DAVID J £ PENEE LAND 34600
HUJAP, JOSEPH £ MAPY LB 205400
HUJAR, PHILIP £ VERA LB 216900
HUN^EKER, WILLIAM A LB 129700
INGRAM £ ROSSI LB 112300
INSURANCE TOWING SERVICE
INTIMATE FRIENDS SOCIETY
IRELAND, THOMAS K £ JANICE L
IS AAK, BARBARA L
ISABELL E, JOSEPH P £ SHEILA
ISHAM,0ARRELL S £ LINDA L
J C H
J C H CONSTRUCTION CORP
J C H CONSTRUCTION CORP




JACKSON, ARTHUR J £ BETTE L
JACKSON, RODNEY P £ DEBORAH
JACOB, P ICHARO L £ MICHELLE J
JACOBSEN, ALFRED III £ NANCY
JACOBSEN, DONALD L £ JUDITH
JACOBSON, NICHOLAS £ PATRICIA
JAMISON, NICHOLAS B £ DIANE L
JAMROG, ALICE
JAMROG, THOMAS M
JAMPUG, THOMAS M £ ALICE A
JAMPO^, WALTER W
JAMRPZ .WALTER W £ PATRICIA S
JANELLE .RICHARD
JASKOLK A, DANIEL E £ DIANE L
JENKINS , DAVID £ CLAUDIA
JENKINS, DAVID S
JENKINS, DAVID S





JENNINGS, JAMES K £ KIM
JFNMINGS, MARIE
JENNINGS, MARIE E
JODOIN ET AL, ROBERT R
JODOIN, GEORGE £ ANITA M
JODOIN, LOUIS J £ GLADYS S
JODOIN, MICHAEL A £ DIANE C
JOHNSON, CHARLES J £ MAPY L
J?HNSON,JANE A
JOHNS ON, JOHN A
JOHNSON, MAURICF £ GLORIA
JOHNSON, PATRICIA A
JOHNSTON, ROBERT L £ GRACE A
JOUBERT .TIMOTHY F £ JOAN
KANE, MICHAEL G £ ANNETTE A
KARPINSKI, JOHN £ VICTORIA R
KARP, ARCHIE R £ CARMELLA P
KAZAKIS , STEVEN M £ LISA A
KEATING, PAUL F JP £ M BARBARA
KEELEY, PETER N £ HEATHER H
KEHOE.MARK G £ DEBORAH A
KELLETT ETALS, CHARLES D
KELLETT.CflARL'^S D £ BESSIE J
KFLLEY, CATHER INE A
KELLIHER. THOMAS M £ CATHY A
KELLY, JOSEPH H £ JUNE A
KELLY, THOMAS J £ JOAN G
KFNNEY,PAUL P £ DIANE M
KENNEY, WARREN £ JOHANNA
KERNAN, MAP IE LOUISE
KEPONEN, DAVID R £ NANCY A
K^TTM&NN, GREGORY G £ CATHERINE G
K lESSL ING, JAMES £ CAR^L
KILEY,R ICHARO A £ MARJCRIE A
KILHAM, POREPT E JR £ PATRICE M
KIMBALL , RAYMOND £ BFULAH
KI MPALL .RAYMOND £ BFULAH
KING, PETER £ LILLIAN
K 1NGS«URY, BARBARA M
K! n I AKOijT'^ns.PETER J £ ELAINE M
KITTRFQGF. ST'^PHEN £ JANICE
KLOCFK HEIP-, .AMMA
KLOrrK. JOSFPH £ ARLENE
KLUG.MARA ANNETTE
KLUG, MAPGAP ET
KNOX,RRJCE C £ SUZANNE
KOHUT,R ICHARD A £ R08YN LE
KOMARIDIS, ALEX £ SARAH E
LMH
KOMARIDISiMCHOLAS f. EVA
KOMARIO IS.N ICHHUS L EVA
KOMISAR.RGY F £ ANNE
KORAVGS .MICHAEL L £ JOANNE
KnuPOPOULOS ,TnM C (, THEPESE L
KRESGE.CARL A & TERESA M
KRISANDA, MICHAEL J £ CINDY L
KRCIHN, RAYMOND L t JOAN B
KUCHARCZYK, JOSEPH J £ ^ARY
KUCHARCZYK, JOSEPH R
KKEHL, DAVID E £. JEAN
KUEHL. DAVID E £ JEAN E
KDEHL, DAVID E £ JEAN E
KKSTRA, STANLEY £ JOSEPHINE
LABBE.JEAN! PAUL £ YOLANOE
L4BBE, ROGER M £ CAROL P
LABRIE.JEAN C £ ANNETTE M
LACEY, RONALD E JB £ MURIEL "=
LACHANCE.LUC R £ SANDRA M
LACOURSE, GERALD R £ JUN^
LACOURSE. RICHARD £ JOAN Y
LACOURSE, ROBERT J £ CECILE
LACOURS^, ROBERT J £ CFCILE
L4CCY, ROBERT e £ TAMBLYNNE D
LACRCIX.GER ALD V £ JOANNE
L»CZ, ROBERT A £ RITA R
LADOUCEUR.PAUL D £ JUDITH
LA=AY,STEPHAN R
LAFLAMME.MARK C £ MONIOUE D
LAPOUNT AIN, RICHA5D P £ OPNNA C
LAGANA, JAMES <= £ DEBORAH A
LAGUE, HEIRS OF LEONA Y
L AGUE.NORMAND £ PAULETTE
LAKE, BRADLEY J £ ANN* MARIE
LAL IBERTE, ALBERT
LALIBERTE, DENIS £ CATHERINE
LALIBERTE, DENIS £ RAYMOND
LALIBERTE, MARTIN L £ ALICE
L4MARCHE, ALBERT A £ SANDRA J
LAMBERT , DAVID D £ LAURA J
LAMBERT, RONALD 4 £ MARGARET H
LAMBERT, SCOTT R £ JACQUELINE R
LAMBERT ,THORWALD A £ HEL^N M
LAM0NT4GNE, JOSEPH C £ LUCY
L4NCT0T ET 4L,BSRTH4 M
LANDRY, ARTHUR R £ JULIA M
LANDRY, JOHN R £ THERESE L
LANE, MATTHEW F
LANGA, FREDERIC 5 £ MICHELLE A
LAPOINTE,PATRICI A MCCONNELL
LAPPAS, MICHAEL T £ JUDITH A
LARIVI ERE, DAVID G £ GLORIA J
L4TUCH, DAVID = SR £ LORRAINE R
LAVENTURE.L EONARD £ JANICE
LAVIGNE .REJFAN J £ LILLIANNE
L4VOIE,J04N C
LAVOIE.LUCI ANNA
LAVOIE, ROGER G £ LORRAINE G
LAVOIE, RONALD A £ BARBARA H
LAWRENCE, JACOUEL INE A
LEAOR,L INDA A
LEARY, FRANC IS J £ SHARON K
LEE, BERNARD £ BARBARA A
LEE, MICHAEL V £ MARGARET A
LEGERE, RICHARD M £ GAIL
LEGROS, PETER M
LEMAY,MARK T £ JOANN L
LEMIRE, LEO P £ BEL INDA R
LEMCS, 5HEIL A M
LEONARD, MARK J £ DONNA H
LEONARD, RICHARD C £ GERALOINE
LESMERISES, GERALD £ JUDITH
LESSAPD, ARTHUR J £ GABRIELLE
LESSARD, GILBERT R £ NANCY K
LESSARD, ROBERT S £ IRENE D
LEVESOUE, JOHN P £ DEBORAH J
LEVFSOUE.R A YMONO P £ DONNA M
LEWANDOWSKI , 4L BE°T J
LEWIS, J4ME? P £ GARIANNE
L = WIS, ROBERT <=
LHEUPEUX,SHIOLEY
LHEUREUX, SHIRLEY




'^AtK4f ::,jos'.PH ^ I ca^r.L 4
MAZL'R^I't jriS FPH )
•ir.C^PTHY.OFNNIS G t MELISSA A
MCCARTHY, Of NNIS S C MELISSA J
MCCARTHY, MICHAEL T t REBECCA S J
MCCASSEY, EVERETT S I ANM E
MCCCNNACHI E, ARTHUR £ DONNA
MCCnNNACHIE.GEP^IAINE L ARTHUR
MCCPACKENf PPUCE & DONNA M
MCCPnRY.BILLIE E JR & HEIDI
MCDONALD, J AMES M C EILEEN L
MCEVGY, MICHAEL S t M4UFEEN A
MCEVOY, WILL lAM J
MCEAPLAND,L INUS L LUCIENNE
MCGPATH, THOMAS J I PATRICIA
MCININCH, RALPH A
MCJUARY, STEVEN P £, SANDRA L
MCJUARY .STEVEN F £ SANDRA L
MCKENNA, JAMES T JR t JUDITH S
MCKILLOP, MICHAEL F 6 MARY G
MCLAUGHLIN, RONALD E £ CHRISTINE
MCLINTOCK, DONALD C £ DONNA J
MCMILLAN £ LEBREUX
MC SK F EN [^ Y.MARK J £ ANN"^ S
MEASFLL.JOHN H £ LI ANE J
MEDLYN. STEPHEN H £ CYNTHIA "=
MELTZER.KAPL W £ PAMELA
MERCIEH ,GFOPGE F £ SUZANNE D
MFRCIEIl, RALPH £ BERN ICE
MERIDIAN DEVELOPMENT INC
MERRILL , BRUCE K
MERRILL, GEORGE P £ LISA A
MERRILL, WENDALL £ LOUISE
MERULLO.FERNE G
MICHAUD, BARBARA B
MICHAUO, DONALD E £ KATHRYN A
MICHAUD, GARY B £ CAROLYN F
MILES, PETER ta £ LORRAINE M
MILLER, BRADLEY T £ MARY A C
MILLER, CLIF'^ORO W £ MARTHA E
MILLER, RICHARD P £ MARION L
MILLER, WILL lAM J £ CAROL E
MILNE, NORMAN F JP
MILNE, NORMAN <= JR £ ANNE
MILNE, ROBERT J £ BARBARA
MINAKIN, FRANK A £ JUDITH E
MINNON, ROBERT W £ JOAN D
MITCHELL, BRUCE D £ WANDA M
MI VILLE , RICHARD J £ JEANNINE
MnHER,R ICHARD W JR £ SYLVIA A
MOHN, LARRY J £ FRANCES A
MOUAK £ ACKERSOM
>10NAHAN,B'=NJAMIN G £ SHIRLFY-LYN
MONGEAU.EVE STABY
MONTOUR, WILL lAM H £ GAYLE A
MOODY, HAMDEN C JR
MOORADI AN. ALBERT £ CHRISTINE
MOORE, DAVID C JR £ JOAN E
MOORE, MILTON R £ JOHANMA E
MOORE, RICHAOD D £ PATRICIA L
MOOUIN.E JOSEPH £ DENISE M
MOREL, LISA M
MORENCY,RICHAP D R £ CLAUOETTE
MORENCY. ROGER L £ CATHERINE D
MORGAN, JAMES -
MORIN, GERARD A £ LOROAINE T
MORIN. ROBERT L £ DEBORAH L
MORRIS, ROBERT C £ CHRISTINE I
MORRISON, KEMBLE £ KAREN L




MUDEP, RICHARD K £ PAULA D
MULLETT £ GROi^F
>1ULLFTT £ VIRR
MJRPHY.JOHN £ LAURA M
MURRAY, EOMUNP 1^ £ K&RFN J
MUSZYNSKI .JOHN





i?nriPnA, ANDPi^W L KLAZINA
PTSFLLE .KEVIN M C BARBARA J T
ROSNER. RI'"HAPD I C BARBARA A
ROSSWURMfKIM J
ROULEAU, ARKAND d MAGELLA
ROULEAU, LOU'? W £ JUDITH G
RnUX,DAViri £ MARY LYNN
^nux, ROGER P L JUDY G
ROWELL, ANNl"; L
ROWFN C EMERSON REALTY CORP
ROWLINGS, RORPRT S
^OY, NORMAN t DIANE L
ROY, PERRY P £ SHARON G






J £ CECILE M
J £ MARY L







SACKP ISDN, EDWIN £ LOUISE




SAMSON, ALBERT J £ PAULINE
SAMSON, JOHN R £ CELESTE M
3ANB0RN, ALEPED M J P,
SANBORN, DUANE R £ ESTHER R









SANSOUC I.OAVID J £ JANET H
S^NTOS, MANUEL R £ ROSE M
SARETTE.DAVIO D £ CATHERINE
SARGENT .BRAD £ KIM E
SAPGENT .JOHN W £ L
3ART0RELLI .STEPHEN
SAUBERL ICH.ERHAPDT
SAUTER. WILL lAM K £






SCHMIDT ET AL. PETER OTTC
SCHMIDTCHEN.GAPY £ MARY
SCHGFIELO, MICHAEL R £ CONSTANCE
SCHCLBE, BRETT R £ ELIZABETH
SEAVEY ADMN, EVERETT W
S'^AVEY ADMN, EVERETT W
SEAVEY ADMN. EVERETT W
SEAVEY ADMN. EVERETT W
SEAVEY. EVERETT W
Si^AVFY, EVERETT W
SEAVEY, RALPH M £ KAREN J
SEDGWICK, JAMES D £ NANCI C






SELL, RICHARD H £ ELIZABETH
SENECHAL, ROLAND A £ LOPRAINE P
SENECHAL, ROLAND A £ LOPRAINE P
SERENITY HOMES INC
SHACKELTON, P.ICHARD £ DOROTHY






















































































































































































SHAND, PETER M £ ELLEN W
SHERMAN, RnpERT L £ JOANNE
SHEVPNELL , MATTHEW D £ ROBIN W
SMIBLFS,DAIF A £ KATHRYN P
SILVA HEIRS, JOHN
SILVER, JOf'M W £ NANCY L
S INGER, DONALD E £ DIANE L
SIWIRSK I, DENNIS S £ BARBARA A
SIWKO. IRENEUSZ £ JANINA
S IWKO. IRENEUSZ £ JANINA
SKEFF INGTON, THOMAS E
SL INE, THOMAS C £ JUNE R






SMITH. GEORGE F £ JEAN
SMITH. JOHN W £ EILEEN Z
SMITH, KENNETH F £ NANCY B
SMITH. LE5L I E D £ IRIS E
SMITH. PAUL E £ DEBORAH J
SM ITH.W ILL I AM £ SHIRLEY
SNOWDAL E, DONALD K
SnCHA.FDWftPD JR £ MARIE E
SOFFNER .WALTER M
SOPFL, THOMAS C
SORRENT INO. BRUCE R £ BARBARA B
SOUIF, ERNEST E
S1ULE. ERNEST E £ SANDRA J
SOUTHWORTH, STEVEN £ DIANE
SOUTHWORTH, STEVEN £ DIANE
SOWA. DONALD W
S"wA,MADDY H £ JOSEPHINE
SlWA.MfRK G £ LINDA M
SPFNCf^R .RICHARD JR £ GAIL







ST DENIS. JOSEPHIN=^ H
ST JEAN, CHANEL L £ SHARON C
5T JEAN, CHANEL L £ SHAPON C
ST JEAN. MICHAEL R
ST JEAN, WAYNE £ PAULA
ST OURS ,LEC M £ OEBRA E







STACY HEIRS, H AL I C
E
STACY, JOSEPH
STANFORD. CHARLES D £ GENf L
SFAPK, FRANK £ SHIPLEY
STARPETT, LESTER F £ MONICA R
ST AVROU, MICHAEL R £ MARTHE
STEARNS. HERBERT C III £ ELAINE M
STECK, WAYNE H £ JUDITH A
STECKEWICZ HEIRS. GEORGE
STEFVES, JONATHAN W £ GLORIA E
STEIN.BPUCE P £ CAROL L THORSTEN
ST EPHENSON,.JOHN E £ DONNA J
STEWART .DAVI C £ DEBORAH G
STEWART .DEBORAH G
STILES 1987 TRUST, HOWARD £ JAN=
ST ITT.GEORGt^ A £ JANE E
STONE. STANL EY S £ CELI A
STONE, STANLEY S £ CELIA
ST0W5, EOWAP D H
STRATCHKO, C^ORGE D £ CHERYL
STR ICKLAND,.GAIL ROGERS
STRITCH.C DONALD £ BEPTHA C
STURTFVANT, ROBERT C £ DOROTHY P
SJLl IVAN, ANN £ RUSSELL
SULL IVAN, DENNIS P £ JANET E
SULLIVAN, P RUSSELL £ AMALIA
LB
SULLIVAN, F RUSSELL L AMflLIft
SULL IVAN, JOHN J
SULLIVAN, MARTIN J t CYNTHIA J
SULL I VAN, MICHAEL P S CORLISS C
SULLIVAN, RAYMONH G
SULLIVAN, RUSSELL C £. ANN
SULL IVAN, SHAWN p C OEBPA L
SURPREN ANT, OAVID A a SUSAN A
SUTTON, DONALD F (. ORA G
SXEENEV .JOAN
SWEENEY, JOHN f. JOAN
S^ENSON, PETER J L LISA E
SYKFS, EILEEN R £. HEIRS OF EDGAR
SYLVAIN.JOHN M
SYLVESTER, GLFNN M L SHEILA I
SYLVIA, DAVID A !. KATHLFFN A
TAMAGNA, STEPHEN A £. DEPORAH M
TANNER, RONALD J t DIANE M
TARPIFF,JOHN H
TARDIFF,JOHN H L SUSAN A
TARRY, STEPHEN G L SUSAN P
TASILLO.J JAMES JR L SUSAN
TAYLOR, ROBERT B & ALICE L
TAYLOR, ROY B L SYDNEY W
TENN, JAMES J t SYLVIA
TESTA, GARY J t DEBORAH A
THECiS,L'=Wl? J j; CAROL A
THEPI AULT, IRFviF H
THEPP I AULT, CHARLES f. LItlOA L
THEPR lAULT , CHARLES W t LINDA L
THEPP IEN,DENN IS R
THEPR lEN, PAUL D £ MARILYN H
THEPP IFN, PAUL INE F
THEPP lEN, THEOBALD A C JEANNE A
THIBOULT,BP IAN J £ SUSAN A
THOMAS f EU&FNF {, PHILOMFNA
THOMAS, JAMES W £ LFONA
THOMAS, WILL lAM E £ WE^^DY C
THOMPSON, JAMES £ LINDA L
THOMPSON, LOUIS M £ GAIL P




HARRY J £ MARION
THODNE, PONALD H £ PATRICIA ANN
TIBBETTS, DOUGLAS E
TIRPLLO £ GAGE
TITCDMB JR, WALLACE A
TITCOMB, LUCILLE B
TOBEY.MARK N £ KAREN E
TOLSON, LOUISE £ EDWARD
TOMASIK, HELEN C £ OLGA f
TOMPKINS, KURT f j; sjSAN M
TOPL IFF, HUBERT J £ KATHPYN R
TORRE, DAVID R
T3TP, ANTHONY C SR £ JOYCE A
TOUSIGNANT, CAVID E £ MARY JANE
TOWLE ESTAT E,BEATP ICE M
TOWNE £ DHLLARO
TOWNE .BARBARA JEAN
TOWNE, CHARLES R JR £ HELEN M
TOWNF, HAROLD W £ PRISCILLA M
TOWNE, HARi^L n W £ PRISCILLA M
TOWNE, HAROLD W G PRISCILLA M
TOWNE, HAROLD W £ PRISCILLA M
TRACTOR TRLB SCHOOL OF NH INC
TRACY, DAVID L £ MURIEL
TPAINOR, JAMES £ PAMELA




TROMBl Y, MARC I A L
TROMBLY, VIRGINIA
TROTT.LAWENCE A £
TROTT.P ATRI CI A C £
TROY £ DIRENZO
TRUDEAU, DAVID H £ LORETTA R
TRUDEL. DANI EL A £ SUSAN A
TUFTS, GARY W
TURCZYN,JOHN A
UPHAM, T HOMA S H £ GRACE E
VMLLENCOURT, DAVID £ MURIEL
VALLEE, MICHAEL J £ ALISON C
VAN LAARHOVEN,GARY £ HOLLY R










































































































































































VANNI, STEVEN J £ JOCELYN M
VARGAS. WAYNE W £ ANN MARIE
VAUGHN, JOHN J £ PAULA V
VERPYT, FDWARD J £ ANNE M
V ILL FNFIJVE, PAULINE z
VINIFNT.PAUL D £ THERESE D
VI NCENT .RONALD £ KATHLEEN
VINSON, KAi'FN
V! SCARELLO, KENNETH A £ ANNA G
VOSSL ER ,GFORGE C £ MARYSE H
VYTAL ,JOHN J £ LINDA H
VYTAL .JOHN J £ LINDA H
W^DE.JOHN P III £ BRENDA S
WfllTE.CARL W £ KARYL L
WALDPON £ WHITE
WALKER, DAVI D D
WALLACE, MARK W £ CATHERINE R
WALLEN.GARY A £ JUL M
t<ALZ, THOMAS M £ LINDA A
WARD £ MA»T IN-WARD
WARDkELL,P I CHARD W £ MAKCIA
WARREN, KENN ITH M £ DOROTHY J
Wf,RPEN, THHMAS M £ MARILYN R
WATSON, CHESTER £ JEANETTE M
WATTS, CLYDE
WATTS, CLYDE D £ JEW'=LL D
WATTS, P MARK £ CYNTHIA A
WEAVER, ADEL INE •--
WEBSTER, ALAN £ CHRISTINE
WEBSTER, MAP ION COOPER
WE ISS. JOSEPH A £ IRMA
WELCH. JOHN FRANCIS
W=NTWOPTH. DAVID L £ CHRISTINE C
WFTHERBFE, CATHERINE E
WETHERBEF.DUANE £ JULIA
WHEATON. CALVIN B £ SHIRLEY E
WHITAKER. J AMFS "=
WHITE. EDWIN B JR £ SHARON
WHITE, JAMFS C £ LYNN M
WHITE, MAUREEN
WHITF, POLAND E £ BEVERLY
WHITTAKER, JAMES E £ GAIL E
WHITTftKER, RICHARD £ DORIS
WIGGINS .GEORGE H £ C VIOLA
WILKINSON, T IMOTHY A £ KAREN
WILLETT , LEONARD J
WILLFTT ,TCR0ILL A
WILLEY, BRUCE R
WILLEY, CHARLES H £ DOLORES A
WILLEY, FRANCIS L £ NANCY
WILLIAMS HEIRS , GEORGIA A
WILLS, KENNETH J £ CYNTHIA G
WILSON. DONALD D £ ELIZABETH F
WILSON, RALPH M £ GAIL V
WILTON, RICHARD £ PAMONA C
WILTON, STEVEN
WILUSZ, EDWARD J £ JEAN ANN
WNUK, THOMAS M £ SUSAN M
WOLFE, TONNY B
WOL'^RAM, MANFRED





WOOD, DANA fc LINDA
WOOD,G DANA
WOOD, GERTRUDE E
WOOD, JAMES £ PHYLLIS
WOOD, JAMES C £ PHYLLIS I
WOOD, LLOYD P
WOOD, MALCOLM A £ HELEN A
WOOD, PAUL S £ FRANCES
WOOD, STANLEY P £ MARION A
WOOD, WILLIAM H £ JACQUELINE A
WOODS, RITA P
WOOLEY, RICHARD E £ KAREN M
WORNICK,MAPGARETTA
WIRETFR. CHARLES M £ JEAN L
WOVKANECH HEIRS. JOHN
WOVKON! SH. PETER £ RUTH N
WRIGHT £ BARCHARD
LP
YAROS.O&VID E L EUGENIA CH4MBERTLB
rnUNG,4LAN
YOUNG. ALAN M
YOUNG, ALAN M L DOROTHY B
YOUNG, BETHFSOA E
YOUNG, PAUL G & MEL ISSA M
ZI AKA^, CHAPLE"^
fOGOPOULQ': .STEVE L £. DIANE M



























Mobile Home Park Regulations
B.O.C.A Code
Town History






















Telephone number to reach Rockingham County
Dispatch Center toll free: 1 -800-582-71 77. This dispatch
center IS manned on a 24 hour basis, 7 days a week. The
service IS available to Auburn residents tor ambulances,
wreckers and all other forms of emergency assistance.
Snow Disposal Ordinance
Any person found shoveling snow into a town road or
plowing snow across the road, so as to impede normal
plowing operations, will be subject to a penalty not to
exceed $25.00 for each offense.
Emergency Phone Numbers
Auburn Police 483-2922
State Police 1 800-852-341
1
Fire Department Emergency 483-2521
Non-Emergency 483-8141
Ambulance 434-2876
Poison Control 1 -643-4000
Mary Hitchcock Hospital 1 -800-562-8236
Antidote information is provided in cases of accidental
poisoning or drug abuse.
Burning Regulations
TO REPORT A FIRE DIAL 483-2521
The State of New Hampshire requires that written
permits be obtained for all open fires at all times when the
ground is not snow covered.
Permits may be obtained from the Forest Fire Warden,
Mr Martin Sullivan, for grass, brush, campfires, etc.
Permits must be obtained on the day burning is to be
accomplished Burn when there is no wind, on rainy days
and damp days, in a safe place and in accordance with the
term of the permit. Burn before 9:00 AM and after 5:00
PM. Keep some buckets of water close by; if wind
develops, promptly extinguish the fire. All fires must be
extinguished before you depart the scene.
Parking During Snow Storm
A. From November 1 to April 1 of each year no person
shall park any motor vehicle on any public highway
between the hours of 1 1:00 P.M. and 8 A.M. or at any time
m such a manner as to impede snow removal operations.
B. Any vehicle parked in violation of section A hereof
may be towed by the road agent, the chief of police or
their agents or by independent contractors engaged by
the road agent or the chief of police: any vehicles so
towed shall be stored and released to the owner only
upon payment of the cost of towing and storage by the
owner.
C. Any person violating section A hereof shall be subject
to a penalty not to exceed twenty-five dollars for each
offense.
Dog Ordinance
A. RESTRAINT: All dogs Shall be restrained from running
at large within the limits of the town, except when they are
on the owner's or keeper's property or being used for
hunting or training purposes.
B. PENALTY: Any person or persons, firm or corporation
violating any provisions of this ordinance shall, upon
conviction, be fined not more than fifteen dollars (SI 5.00)
for each offense.

